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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Montana Environmental Policy Act^, better known as
MEPA, became effective on March
into

9, 19 71, when it was signed

law by Governor Forrest H. Anderson.

This act, intro

duced into the 19 71 Montana legislature by Representative
George Darrow of Billings was patterned on a similar federal
law, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA)^,
which had been in effect since it was signed on New Year's
Day,

1970, by President Richard M. Nixon.The text of both

acts

are included as Appendices I and II.
At least fourteen states besides Montana - California,

Connecticut, Hawaii, Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, New Mexico, North Carolina, Texas,
Virginia, Washington and Wisconsin - and the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico have also adopted legislation or administrative
orders modeled after NEPA.

Twenty others are considering or

have considered similar requirements in the past year.
Requirements of the legislation, although similar in
many ways, vary among states.

For example, under most laws

only state agencies are required to prepare environmental
impact statements on their actions while in others local
agencies also must submit statements; and in a few, private
actions requiring state or local permits command a statement.
Cost of preparing and reviewing impact statements has
been a major stumbling block in advancing state
1
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environmental policy acts.

New York's Governor Rockefeller

gave it as one of the reasons for a gubernatorial veto of
an impact statement procedure in his state while New
Mexico's legislature this year repealed their act, in part
3
for financial reasons.
The Senate and House bills^ that became NEPA were pat
terned after the Employment Act of 1946^, a landmark act in
the government's relationship to national economic problems.
This act declared a responsibility in the federal govern
ment to maintain a prosperous and stable national economy®
and created a Council of Economic Advisers to advise the
President in implementation of that responsibility and in
preparing an annual report on the economy.^

By using both

1

segments of that act - statement of a federal responsibility
for action and provisions for a council and an annual report
- NEPA became a landmark in the government's relationship to
environmental problems.

Thus, instead of being a contribu

tor, either advertently or inadvertently, to degradation of
the environment, the government became a central participant
in environmental renewal.&
In passing MEPA, the Montana state legislature appeared
to have five major purposes in mind:

to expand the state

agencies' basic mandates through enactment of a state envi
ronmental policy; to establish specific action-forcing pro
cedures for the implementation of that policy; to create
the Environmental Quality Council; to encourage the
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development of, information on and indices of environmental
quality; and, to provide for an annual EQC report on pro
gress toward these goals.
MEPA has had no challenge in the courts of the State of
Montana and, thus, no direct judicial interpretation of the
statute is available.

However, MEPA, especially the policy

setting and action-forcing sections® are almost identical to
those of NEPA^O with the obvious exception of word changes
to make sections applicable to state law (e.g. "federal" to
"state", "international" to "national", "CEQ" to "EQC", and
so forth).
There ^

substantial judicial interpretation of NEPA.

Further, a number of statutes of other states which are
patterned after the federal law have been challenged in
their respective state courts.

Therefore, Montana has the

benefit of both federal and state judicial decisions inter
preting statutes substantially similar to its own.
"It is [a] cardinal rule of statutory construction
that where a statute is copied or patterned after
legislation of another state or the federal govern
ment, and where such statute has been judicially
construed, there is very strong presumption of
intent to adopt the construction as well as the
language of the prior enactment."11
This has been the case with the state environmental policy
acts patterned after NEPA - both state and federal courts
have interpreted them in light of the judicial decisions
interpreting the federal law.l^

In fact, the Washington

State Court of Appeals actually said:
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"It should be noted that SEPA [State Environmental
Policy Act] is patterned after the National Envi
ronmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and contains
language almost identical to that of the federal
act. It is well settled that when a state borrows
federal legislation, it also borrows the construc
tion placed upon such legislation by the federal
courts."13
Therefore, in discussing and analyzing the intent and
force of MEPA, it is occasionally necessary to draw paral
lels with interpretations and discussions of NEPA and
similar state statutes always taking into consideration that
interpretations of grey areas and legislative intent vary
as governments and citizens vary.
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FOOTNOTES
Chapter I
1

Title 69, Chapter 65, R.C.M. 1947.

2

42 U.S.C. §4321 et. seq., 83 Stat. 852, Pub. L. 91-190.

3

Council on Environmental Quality.
19 73. Environmental
Quality— The fourth annual report of the Council on Envi
ronmental Quality.
248.
(Hereinafter cited as CEQ,
Fourth Annual Report.)

4

H.R. 6750, 91st Congress, 1st Sess.
S. 1075, 91st Congress, 1st Session.

5

P. L. 304, Ch. 33, 60 Stat. 23 (Feb. 20, 1946, as
amended, 15 U.S.C. §§1021-24.

6

15 U.S.C. §1021.

7

Sec. 15 U.S.C. §§1022, 1023.

®

Council on Environmental Quality.
1972. Environmental
Quality— The third annual report of the Council on Envi
ronmental Quality.
222.
(Hereinafter cited as CEQ,
Third Annual Report.)

^

Sections 69-6503 through 69-6507, R.C.M. 1947.

10

(1969)
(1969)

Sections 101-105.
Klinger, R. 19 74. Memorandum to Ted Doney, Esq.,
Prickly Pear Creek water diversion proposal.
June 24. 4.
Friends of Mammoth v. Mono County, Sup., 104 Cal. Rptr.
at 25 (1972); Keith v. Volpe, 352 F. Supp. 1324, at 13361337
(1972); Environmental Defense Fund v. Coastside
Water District, 27 C.A.3d 695, at 701 (1972); County of
Inyo V. Yorty, 32 Cal. App. 3d 807 (19 73); Eastlake Com
munity Council V. Roanoke Associates, 513 P.2d 36 (1973) ;
Juanita Bay Valley Community Association v. City of Kirkland. Wash., 510 P.2d 1140, at 1146-47 (1973).

13

Juanita Bay Valley Community Association v. City of Kirk
land, Wash., 510 P.2d, 1146-47.
The intent of this paper is not to do a legal analysis of
MEPA or to go into an exhaustive comparison between NEPA
and MEPA although certainly that could be done. The
implications of many of the federal court cases to
Montana's law could be a major study in itself.
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CHAPTER II
STATE POLICY
In affirming a state policy for the environment^, the
legislature declared that state government shall "create
and maintain conditions under which man and nature can
coexist in productive harmony."

In order to carry out this

directive the state is further instructed to use every means
at its disposal to;
1.

act as trustee of the environment for succeeding
generations ;

2.

assure healthful, productive, and pleasing sur
roundings ;

3.

attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the

I

environment without undesirable consequences;

4.

preserve all important aspects of our heritage and
maintain a diverse environment;

5.

achieve a balance between population and resource
use; and

6.

enhance the quality of renewable resources and
recycle depletable resources.

2

By these specific, environmentally oriented mandates
the legislature ensured that the lengthy opening passages
are more than a simple oratorical preamble and gave content
to MEPA's substantive policy.
However, the next segment of the declaration. Section
69-6503 (b) , has been assumed by many to be the most positive
6
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mandate in MEPA.

It says "that each person shall be

entitled to a healthful environment."

[Emphasis added]

This, taken together with § 69-6504(a), which declares that
"to the fullest extent possible...the policies, regulations
and laws of the state shall be interpreted and administered
in accordance with the policies set forth in this act,"
[Emphasis added] gives the state agencies a very clear and
direct commission.

They must view all of their actions in

light of Montana citizens' right to a clean environment.
It further provides the basis for what could be interpreted
as an enforceable right.
This assumption is given additional definition when
NEPA is taken into account.

S.1075, the federal Senate
I

precursor of MEPA, contained in its declaration of policy a
provision that "each person has a fundamental and inalien
able right to a healthful environment."

This provision was

altered in conference committee to "each person should enjoy
a healthful environment,"

[Emphasis added] specifically to

avoid the creation of a court enforceable right.^
If it was believed that language such as that contained
in the version of S. 1075 that went to conference was strong
enough to constitute a legal right and, thus, to require
positive enforcement, there is little reason to believe that
the similarly strong language adopted by the State of
Montana could not also be interpreted as bestowing a legal
right on its citizens.

In any case, taken in tandem with
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the action-forcing provisions of MEPA, it would be difficult
for any agency to contend that it lacked authority to
consider the environmental effects of its actions.

k
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FOOTNOTES
Chapter II

1

Section 69-6503, R.C.M. 1947.

2

Section 69-6503(a), R.C.M. 1947.

3

Conference Report on S. 10 75, H.R. Rep. No. 91-765,
91st Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (Dec. 1969); also 115 Cong. Rec.
at 39701-04 (Dec. 17, 1969), and at H 12633 (daily ed.
Dec. 17, 1969).
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CHAPTER III
ACTION-ENFORCEMENT
The eight directives contained in § 69-6504(b) are
generally known as the action-forcing provisions of MEPA.
These provisions were included in MEPA for much the same
reason as they were originally included in NEPA - to ensure
that state agencies implement the policy stated in the
previous sections.

As one report put it:

"If goals and principles are to be effective,
they must be capable of being applied in action.
[The law] thus incorporates certain 'actionforcing' provisions and procedures which are
designed to assure that all...agencies plan and
work toward meeting the challenge of a better
environment. "1
Sections 69-6504 and 69-6504(a) on one hand and § 696504(b) on the other can thus be seen as interlocking:

the

first sets state environmental policy and directs implemen
tation; the second relates the directive to specific means
to accomplish that implementation.
Most public awareness, discussion, and litigation have
evolved over § 69-6504(b)(3),

(or comparable sections in

r

other acts) which contains the impact statement requirement.
However, the remaining seven provisions cannot, and must
not, be ignored for they stress and supplement § 69-6504(b)
(3) and the policy of MEPA.

Section 69-6504(b)(1) directs

state agencies to approach decision-making and planning
using both the natural and social sciences and the "environ
mental design arts."

Section 69-6504(b)(2) calls upon the
10
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agencies to develop methods to insure that the unquantifiable environmental values are given proper consideration and
weight alongside economic and technical aspects when making
decisions.

Section 69-6504(b)(4) stresses and expands upon

the important requirement of § 69-6504(b)(3)(iii) to seek
less damaging alternatives to any proposal.

Section 69-

6504(b)(5) asks for recognition of the lack of regard for
political boundaries that environmental problems evidence
and directs inter-governmental cooperation, where possible,
to deal with these problems.

Section 69-6504 (b) (6) directs

state agencies to make available to all inquirers advice
and information on environmental quality; § 69-6504(b)(7)
demands use of ecological information at all stages of
I

resource-oriented projects; and, § 69-6504(b)(8) mandates
state agency assistance to the EQC.
It is very difficult, if not impossible, to separate
the implementation of each of these sections from each
other and especially from i 69-6504(b)(3).

In fact, state

agency personnel and, indeed, even EQC staff members are
likely to respond with blank looks when asked how they
implement § 69-6504(b)(2) or any of the other so-called
"phantom seven."

Even the EQC guidelines stress only § 69-

6504 (b) (3); in defining a purpose they state that
"the purpose of § 69-6504(b)(3) of the Montana
Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) and of these
guidelines is to incorporate into the agency
decision-making process careful and thorough
consideration of the environmental effects of
proposed actions."2
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This attitude is more readily comprehensible, if not
entirely justified, when it is understood that, first, the
detailed statement required by § 69-6504(b)(3) is the major
visible result of the passage of MEPA, and unfortunately, in
many people's minds, the only thing that MEPA requires; and,
second, in order to fulfill the needs of the statement, as
written, as understood, and as judicially interpreted, the
findings directed by the other seven sections must be incor
porated into the statement, thus not specifically drawing
attention to themselves.
George Darrow summed it up and interrelated these eight
sections very well:
"The requirements of an impact statement elevate
environmental considerations to parity with
economic and technical considerations.
Each
agency is then responsible for making its own
balancing analysis after full disclosure of the
consequences involved in its decision.
In
essence, the environmental impact statement
process established systematic planning procedures
to be observed by all state agencies in the
interest of the long term welfare of Montanans.
Indeed, federal courts have held that a simple impact
statement to fulfill the letter of § 69-6504(b)(3) is not
enough :
"A purely mechanical compliance with particular
measures required in § 102(2)(c) and (d) will
not satisfy the Act if they do not amount to full
good faith consideration of the environment."4
However, whether agencies are actually implementing the
interrelationships of the action-forcing section and are
basing decisions on overriding environmental considerations
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is questionable in Montana at this point.

For example, the

Department of Natural Resources (DNR), in a draft environ
mental impact statement released on a proposed water diver
sion of Prickly Pear Creek under the Montana Water Use Act^,
stated that:

"Environmental quality is unquestionably a

valid concern, but one without the binding force of law."^
This attitude is prevalent among state agency personnel.
One of the major ingredients contributing to this feeling
was added over a year after the passage of MEPA.

In

October, 1972, the Department of Health and Environmental
Sciences

(DHES) released a draft environmental impact state

ment on the proposed Units 1 and 2 of the Montana Power
Company's Colstrip electrical generating

c o m p le x .^

Over

3,000 responses to the draft, either directly or indirectly,
were received, most of them in opposition to construction.®
When the final environmental impact statement was released
in March, 1973, the conclusion of the department was that
"the long-term adverse effects may well outweigh the short
term gains."9

Nevertheless, the permit to construct was

granted because the department and its board felt that they
did not have the authority to deny based on the results of
the findings pursuant to MEPA:
"Although MEPA requires this agency to assess all
forseeable impacts that might result from
construction of the proposed plant, issuance of
the requested permit is contingent only upon
adequate demonstration by the applicant of the
ability to prevent illegal air pollution.
To
date, research by the state and the applicant
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has not indicated that illegal air pollution
would result."
[Emphasis added].!"
Although there was a great deal of public protest over
this decision and an effort by some to encourage the Board
to utilize the non-degradation clause from the Air Quality
Implementation plan!! as a means of refusal, the decision
stood.

No litigation ever resulted and as a consequence

this decision became a landmark in compliance with MEPA.
State agencies were henceforth hesitant to make a decision
based on overriding environmental considerations.
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FOOTNOTES
Chapter III

1

Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, S. Rep.
No. 91-296, 91st. Cong., 1st Sess. at 9 (July 9, 1969).

^

Environmental Quality Council Revised Guidelines for
environmental impact statements required by the Montana
Environmental Policy Act of 1971.
[Hereinafter referred
to as Guidelines]
September 14, 1973.
1.

^

Montana Environmental Quality Council.
19 72. First
Annual Report.
iv.
[Hereinafter cited as EQC First
Annual Report.]

^

Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Committee v. Atomic Energy
Commission, 449 F.2d at 1112, note 5, 1 ELR at 20347,
note 5.

5

Title 89, Chapter 8, R.C.M. 1947.

^

Department of Natural Resources, 19 74.
Draft environ
mental impact statement— Prickly Pear Creek water
diversion.
39.

^

Department of Health and Environmental Sciences.
1972.
Draft environmental impact statement— The proposed
Montana Power Company electrical generating plant at
Colstrip, Montana.

^

Department of Health and Environmental Sciences.
1973.
Final environmental impact statement— The proposed
Montana Power Company electrical generating plant at
Colstrip, Montana.
87.

9

Id. , ii.

10

Id. , i.

11

Id. , 88.

15
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CHAPTER IV
SECTION 69-6504(b)(3)
Section 69-6504 (b) (3) of MEPA^ forms the major visible
tool for implementation of the state policy expressed by the
Act.

This section requires a detailed statement on any

major action "significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment" taken by any and all state agencies.
This statement must include:
1.

the environmental impact of the proposed action;

2.

any adverse environmental impacts which cannot
be avoided ;

3.

alternatives;

4.

the relationship between short-term uses of the
environment and long-term productivity; and,

5.

any irreversible and irretrievable commitments
of resources.

Further, the responsible official designated by the
agency must consult state agencies which might have juris
diction or special expertise concerning the expected envi
ronmental impact of the action.

The statement must then be

made available to the Governor, the EQC, and the public and
follow the proposed action through the existing agency
review process.
One of the biggest mistakes that is made, both by
agencies and by the public, is to see the impact statement
as an end in itself.

This was not and is not the intent of
16
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§ 69-6504(b)(3); it is simply one of the steps in the MEPA
process.

It requires that the state agency develop - and

then disclose - a thorough estimate of the environmental
impact which its actions may cause.
"But preparation of such an assessment is an
exercise of limited value unless it is used
along with jthe law's] other provisions to
bring about actual environmental improvement
through better [government] decision making.
In other words, important as that section is, its role
should be essentially a supporting one.

An archive of

disregarded assessments that bring about no real improve
ments in state decision making might satisfy § 69-6504(b) (3)
but would fail MEPA as a whole.
The scope of § 69-6504(b)(3)'s five subsections and,
indeed, of most of I 69-6504, is very broad, somewhat vague,
and gives very little direction to agencies in means of
implementing the law.

For example, what is an "irreversible

commitment" of resources?

What is a viable "alternative"?

What is meant by "the relationship between short-term uses
and long-term productivity"?
To the end of aiding agencies in their implementation
of MEPA, the EQC has adopted a set of guidelines

setting

forth in more detail what is expected in an environmental
impact statement, in how much depth, and so forth.

These

guidelines do not have the force of law as do rules and
regulations adopted by state agencies under the Montana
Administrative Procedure Act^, but they serve as a useful
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outline and reference.

Of course, in formulating the guide

lines, judicial interpretations of NEPA were utilized and in
revising them, experience gained over a year's time was
considered.

Thus, in some areas, the guidelines have a

substantial amount of force and logic behind them.

Responsibility for Implementation
One of the first questions that needs to be asked when
discussing § 69-6504(b)(3) is who is really responsible for
implementing it?

Section 69-6504 (b) states that "all

agencies of the state shall..."

No mention is made here or

in any other section of the law of another duly-authorized
body or of the EQC implementing or enforcing MEPA.

There

fore it is clear that each individual state agency is
responsible for developing its own workable procedures for
assessing environmental impacts.
Now, however, the problem arises of what qualifies as
an agency.

Neither in the law nor in the guidelines is it

ever spelled out.

Administratively, therefore, it has been

determined that "agency" includes the twenty agencies of the
executive branch^ or any of their major divisions; the
branches of the Montana university system or any of their
divisions or affiliates; and, if appropriate, the EQC or its
staff.

To date, twelve "agencies" have filed at least one

document in compliance with MEPA.^
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Each of the agencies has a different method for
actually designating the responsibility within its bureauc
racy for implementation of MEPA.

For example, each of the

divisions making up the Department of Intergovernmental
Relations acts as a separate entity when considering MEPA.
Each of these divisions reviews its own actions under MEPA
and issues the statement under its own name.
On the other hand, some agencies such as the DNR have
the administering division review its actions and write the
basics of the statement.

A special staff, serving the

entire department, then edits and distributes the result as
a department document.

A third method, utilized by the

Department of State Lands

(DSL), is to designate one or two

persons who are directly responsible for working with their
agency's divisions and personnel to insure implementation of
MEPA and who write the statements wholly.

These statements

also are distributed as agency documents.
Several of the major executive branch agencies? have
designated one person within the department, titled the
Environmental Coordinator,® to oversee all activities
relating to MEPA within that department.

This person's

specific responsibilities vary as internal procedures for
implementation of MEPA vary.

Basically, however, he or she

does precisely what the title signifies:

acts as coordina

tor within that department for environmental concerns and as
a touch-point for other agencies and the EQC in regard to
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environmental impact statements and review.

In so doing,

this person can also fulfill the role of the "responsible
state official" described by § 69-6504(b)(3).
Often in an attempt to aid a department in its decision
making and/or to hasten the decision making process, the
applicant will provide, as part of his application materials,
an environmental analysis of the proposed action.

This

analysis is prepared generally either by the applicant's
staff or by an independent private consulting firm.

Since

it is the agency's responsibility to implement MEPA and
adequately analyze the proposed action the use of the
applicant's analysis or data alone can be in question.
There are several inherent problems with using appliI

cant data.

First of all, if the applicant provides environ

mental data through its own staff, the public is likely to
suspect, sometimes accurately, a biased analysis regardless
of its technical merit.

Secondly, even if the applicant

hires a private and independent consulting firm to do the
analysis, there is still doubt as to the objectivity of the
environmental examination.

This doubt is usually based,

not so much on suspicions of inaccurate data as on error
by omission.

After all, the argument goes, the consultant

was hired by XYZ corporation and to stay in business that
consultant had better not recommend against too many corpor
ation projects.
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Basically, then, the argument against using applicant
data and analyses boils down to a question of objectivity.
While the validity of this reasoning cannot be denied, many
state agencies feel that money, time, and personnel, or lack
thereof, dictate that applicant data be used and, indeed, is
a necessary part of the application materials.^
Section 3(b) of the revised guidelines recommends that
"If an agency relies on an applicant for the sub
mission of initial environmental information, the
agency shall assist the applicant by outlining
the type and quality of information required.
In
all such cases, the agency must make its own deter
minations on the applicant's evaluation of the
environmental issues and the agency must assume
responsibility for the scope and content of draft
and final environmental statements."
State agencies follow this recommendation, more or less,
as the current situation dictates.

The Department of

Agriculture, for example, currently requires that an appli
cant proposing a significant action do an environmental
analysis.

This analysis, accompanied by a cover letter from

the department, is then distributed in fulfillment of MEPA.10
Other agencies deal with the problem on a case by case
basis but in light of their statutory mandates.
a good case in point.

The DSL is

In 1973, pressed by a severe time

frame problem resulting in a conflict between administrative
responsibilities pursuant to the Montana Strip Mining and
Reclamation Act^l and obligations under MEPA.12 the depart
ment utilized impact analyses prepared by private consulting
firms for three major coal strip mining concerns^ applying
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for permits under the newly enacted reclamation act.

While

the environmental coordinator for the department worked very
closely with personnel of the companies and their consultants
to point out inconsistencies and omissions, and to provide
advice, the final products came from, were edited by, and
were paid for by the companies.

The department sent these

analyses as addendums to very short statements written by its
own personnel.
The DSL does not see itself in the situation of having
to use actual company analyses again.

However, it must be

pointed out that the reclamation act requires that a company
applying for a permit under the strip mining act provide the
department with all of the information necessary to make a
decision and certify that data correct under penalty of
law.The

department must only analyze it; if the accuracy

is in doubt the department can require the applicant to
submit new data or a check on that already submitted.
While admittedly not foolproof, this situation provides
a case where supposedly accurate information, similar to
much of that required for a MEPA analysis, is submitted by
an applicant.

Gathering of the same information would be

both a duplication of effort, assuming again that the data
submitted was accurate, and a waste of time and money by the
agency.

Departmental personnel can thus dedicate more time

to actual analysis as required both by the reclamation act
and by MEPA.
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The opinion has occasionally been expressed among
personnel working with implementation of MEPA that, given
the current funding arrangements and trained personnel for
implementation of MEPA, it would be nice to have more laws
where the full spectrum of environmental data came complete
and certified and "only" analysis was needed.
One state law which transcends both funding and person
nel problems and reliance on applicant data in the prepara
tion of an environmental impact statement is the Montana
Utility Siting A c t . T h i s

act requires that any company

which applies for a siting permit must pay a filing fee
which is based on the estimated cost of the facility,
according to a sliding scale spelled out in the l a w . T h e
revenue derived from this fee is used by the DNR to compile
the information required by law and to carry out any other
responsibilities given it under the act, such as the compo
sition of a widely comprehensive impact statement.
The fee paid by the Montana Power Company for its
proposed Units 3 and 4 of the Colstrip generating complex,
exclusive of all transmission lines and associated
facilities, was over $1.2 million.

The department could thus

hire its own personnel, other state agencies, and private
consultants to do an objective study on the proposed plants a far cry from relying on existing personnel and applicant
data to do the analyses as others must.
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Recognizing both the wisdom of the filing fee approach
and the problem of agency funding. Representative Art
Shelden introduced into the 1974 legislative session, at the
request of the Governor's Office, House Bill 882 (HE 882),
"An Act To Amend The Montana Environmental Policy
Act by requiring each state agency to adopt rules
imposing a fee to be paid by an applicant for a
lease, permit, license, or certificate when an
agency is required to compile an environmental
impact statement."
This legislation was defeated on third reading in the
House by three votes.

Although it would not have had such

an effect, the primary reason the bill was defeated was the
fear of many farmers, ranchers, and small businessmen that
the fee assessed pursuant to this act would be assessed
agtainst small landowners and businessmen.^^
Believing that "a fee schedule bill is necessary if
state government is to continue to properly evaluate the
environmental, social, and economic impact of major private
projects". Governor Judge will again request introduction of
a bill imposing fees for the completion of environmental
impact statements in the 19 75 legislature.

19

Many state actions require the direct participation of
several state agencies or a number of state approvals.

For

example, a new mining venture might require a strip mining
permit from the DSL, a water use permit from the DNR, and a
water discharge permit from the DHES.
In cases like these several options seem feasible to
effect compliance with MEPA.

First, each agency could
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prepare a statement on its specific part of the action.
Second, the agencies involved could prepare a joint overview
statement.

Third, one agency, a "lead" agency, could be

designated to take care of MEPA compliance for all the
agencies involved.
MEPA's revised guidelines state that "the lead agency
shall prepare an environmental impact statement if it is
foreseeable that a cumulatively significant impact on the
environment will arise from state action."

"Lead agency"

refers to the state agency which has primary authority for
committing the state government to a course of action with
significant environmental i m p a c t . T h u s ,

it appears that

the EQC felt that the lead agency method was the most
viable and/or they closely followed the CEO's original
guidelines which are similar.

21

Lead agency status is most appropriate where the pro
posed action is essentially a single project in which two or
more agencies are involved by virtue of their separate legal
authorities.

At least three factors come into play in

choosing a lead agency:

which agency became involved in the

project first, which has the heaviest involvement, and
which is most expert with respect to the project's environmental effects.

22

Federal courts have determined that the lead agency
method is a valid means of multi-agency compliance with
NEPA.^^

This, therefore, should also apply to MEPA.
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However, of the three basic alternatives, the lead agency
one involves the exempted agencies the least in considering
environmental consequences of proposed actions.

F. R. Ander

son presents a very good argument in this regard:
"Preparation of statement through the lead agency
device leaves something to be desired.
It increases
the likelihood that the exempted agencies will
engage only in 'pro forma' consideration of the
statement, when they are fortunate enough to find
another agency that will undertake the timeconsuming chore of identifying potential environ
mental impacts.
It removes from the agency best
equipped to know the full effects and future
consequences of a course of action the basic
responsibility for having identified and discussed
them.
It allows the agency to 'contract out' a
task which if done internally would help to bring
about the shift in agency values and attitudes
that [the law] was intended to initiate.
It allows
agencies to cumulate impacts, which is desireable,
but at the same time it enables each of them to
escape focusing individually upon the particular
impact of its own part of the overall action.
Of course these criticisms of lead agency statement
preparation in no way detract from the strength of
criticisms that can be made of alternative tech
niques for handling multi-agency actions.
Prepara
tion of separate agency statements on each part of
an overall action ensures the maximum participa
tion of all agencies involved, but at a cost in
coordination of cumulative impacts.
Joint state
ments involve all agencies to a somewhat lesser
degree and achieve coordination, sharing of exper
tise, and consideration of cumulative impacts, but
at the risk of poorly defining ultimate responsi
bility.
On balance, however, of the three basic approaches separate compliance, joint preparation, and lead
agency preparation - the standard of compliance
'to the fullest extent possible' would seem to
require that the first two alternatives be favored
over the last one. Thus the option currently
favored under agency [and EQC] guidelines seems
the least desireable."24
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Although lead agency status is rarely formally discussed
in Montana, it appears that Mr. Anderson's comments are gen
erally apropos here.

When an action is proposed, the agency

which has the major say about the initiation of the project
is the agency which prepares a statement.

The other involved

agencies merely comment on the completed document.
One situation that is not dealt with in NEPA, MEPA, or
their guidelines is that in which both federal and state
agencies must give a go-ahead, albeit on different facets,
for a proposed project to begin.

The areas covered in both

impact statements would probably be similar.

Highways, sew

age treatment plants getting federal funding, water dis
charge permits, mining plans for some strip mines, and transI

mission line corridors are just a few examples.

CEQ's Third

Annual Report says that
"State and Federal agencies should cooperate
closely in these situations to minimize any dup
lication of effort.
The basic studies... can be
tailored to help satisfy both the... requirements.
Moreover, it should...be possible to combine the
comment processes under both l a w s . .."25
To this point, Montana state agencies and federal
agencies have not issued a major impact statement together.
Several reasons exist for this.

Probably the most important

is the disparity in policy between the State of Montana and
the federal government, particularly in natural resource
areas.

Montana has taken a very strong stand in regard to

resource development, favoring slow, rigidly controlled, and
well-planned growth; the federal government, responding to
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economic pressures, to the so-called "energy crisis", and to
the blueprint for Project Independence^®, has favored more
rapid development of Montana's resources.

These differences

in outlook have precluded even preliminary discussion of
joint statements.
However, two attempts have been made recently by Montana
state agencies and federal agencies to cooperate on an
impact statement.
In early 1973, Westmoreland Resources made an applica
tion to the DSL for a strip mining permit for the first new
mine to be opened under the recently enacted reclamation law.
The coal that was to be rained had been leased from the Crow
Indian Tribe under the auspices of the Bureau of Indian Af
fairs (BIA) while the surface was either privately or state
owned.

Therefore, both the DSL and the BIA had to approve a

project which was likely to have a significant environmental
impact.
The BIA initiated discussions on the possibility of a
joint impact statement with the DSL but it was later decided
by both agencies,

for a number of reasons, that separate

statements would be issued.

However, it was also decided

that the BIA, having the staff and the funding specifically
for that purpose, would issue the major, comprehensive state
ment while the DSL would issue a short one on its specific
statutory responsibilities

o n l y .

27
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The agencies cooperated closely during the drafting of
the BIA statement with the DSL having advisory input at
every stage.

Nevertheless, when the BIA draft was issued^B

there were statements, omissions, and conclusions in it that
the DSL could not agree with or support.

Thus, when the DSL

issued its draft impact statement on the Westmoreland operation29 the cover letter that accompanied it stated:
"In order to avoid duplication of effort, the
Department of State Lands will not cover, or
cover very minimally, factual data discussed
in the BIA statement.
This does not imply
complete agreement by the Department with all
statements and analyses presented by the BIA."30
The BIA has since been challenged in federal court on the
validity of its Westmoreland environmental impact statement,
among other things.31
Another more recent example concerned the DNR and the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) who both intend to issue an
impact statement on Montana Power Company's proposed Units
3 and 4 of the Colstrip generating complex.

After a great

deal of discussion, much of it heated and accompanied by
press releases, both agencies determined to issue separate
statements.

The surficial reason given was that agreement

could not be reached on the extent of reliance on data pre
sented in a Montana Power Company sponsored analysis of the
p r o j e c t .

32

The DNR had found substantial errors in the

document and doubted its reliability for a source document
while the BLM intended to use it heavily.
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In both examples, basic disparity in federal and state
agency attitudes toward impact statement inclusions, and
more subtly, differences in basic policies between federal
and state government, resulted in the rejection of the goal
of a cooperative statement.

There is no reason to believe

that this trend will not continue.

The Decision to Prepare a Statement
Section 69-6504(b)(3) requires a detailed statement on
"major actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment."

Thus, in practice, an agency contem

plating any proposed action which might possibly effect the
environment must perform someimanner of environmental assess
ment or early inquiry into what the action's affects would
be to decide if an environmental impact statement is
necessary.
Most state agencies have formalized the process of
internal decision making, both in response to § 3 of the
guidelines and to simplify and set down for agency personnel
procedures for implementation of MEPA.

This formal process

generally takes the form of internal guidelines which set
forth policy, internal administrative procedures, actions
requiring review, environmental impact statement content, an
intradepartmental flow chart or review process, and various
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others.

Of course, each agency utilizes different methods,

the differences often depending on statutory responsibilities
and administrative set-up within the agency.

Nevertheless,

many of the agencies utilize some sort of environmental
assessment form.
The Division of Forestry of the DNR is a good example.
On each action taken which requires review, a "Statement of
Environmental Impact"

(Form EIS-3A) is filled out by the

person responsible for the specific action.

This statement

includes the name of the proposed action, a legal descrip
tion of the area to be affected, a description giving the
scope of the action, and a description of the environmental
changes that will occur with measures to minimize adverse
1

impacts.

The completed form is then reviewed by a super

visor who determines whether the action is significant
enough to require a more detailed statement (EIS-3) or a
draft statement.

If it is not, copies of EIS-3A are dis

tributed to proper personnel for concurrence.

If it is,

either an EIS-3 is prepared upon which a go or no-go
decision is made, or the intermediate step is eliminated and
the officials responsible for the impact statements are
informed and the draft process b e g i n s . ^3
Many internal procedures are not as involved as those
above.

However, these intra-agency reviews are taken

seriously.

An internal DSL memo from the department head

illustrates this quite clearly;
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"The Montana Environmental Policy Act (MEPA)
mandates that state agencies consider the
environmental consequences of all actions taken
under their statutory obligations.
In order
to assure that this consideration is given...a
written review should be part of every action
file.
This memo is to remind you, in the strongest
possible terms, that this department has
established a division review process on all
actions...that might have a significant effect
on the environment. Each division must use
t h i s

p r o c e s s . . . " 3 4

When utilizing intra-agency review processes, the
agencies must decide what composes the human environment,
what a major action is, and what constitutes a significant
action.
The first of these, the human environment, is probably
the easiest to deal with.

The juxtaposition of human and

environment probably constitutes the widest range of consid
erations that could be imagined.

Not only does the human

environment include the result of man's day to day inter
personal dealings but also the natural world he lives in.
As one commentator put it:
"The term 'human environment' is not to be construed
by manner of limitation to social, economic,
cultural, or aesthetic factors but is particularly
intended to include the biophysical properties of
natural ecosystems, including plants, animals,
man, their relationships with each other and with
all environmental components of air, water, and
land: otherwise known as ' e c o l o g y ' . "35
The revised guidelines of the EQC agree with this
concept and, in fact, have adopted Mr. Hansen's wording
almost verbatim.36
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The remaining qualifying terminology, "major" and "sig
nificantly", are somewhat more ambiguous.

Federal courts

have
"implicity resolve[d] the question, however, by
simply assuming that [the law covers] all pending...
actions that may cause significant environmental
effects.
[An] action does not technically become
'major' just because it may be accomplished by
significant environmental effects; on the other
[hand] it makes little sense to find a project
minor when its effects are significant."3?
The question then becomes how to resolve what consti
tutes the amorphous term "significantly".

In one of the

most formulative opinions on this topic, the Second Circuit
Court stressed that:
"In deciding whether a major federal action will
'significantly' affect the quality of the human
environment, the agency in charge, although vested
with broad discretions should normally be required
to review the proposed action in light of at least
two relevant factors:
(1) the extent to which the
action will cause adverse environmental effects in
excess of those created by existing uses in the
area affected by it, and (2) the absolute quantita
tive adverse environmental effects of the action
itself including the cumulative harm that results
from its contribution to existing adverse condi
tions or uses in the affected area."3®
Section 5(b) of EQC's revised guidelines also provide
some criteria that state agencies should consider when
making a determination whether an action is major or signi
ficant.

In essence, these can be summed up by three major

categories :
1.

Is the action really significant, either adversely

or beneficially?

Two parameters help define this;
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a.

a concept of mass - the proposed action assumes
large proportions or is simply big in size.

b.

a concept of change - the proposed action will have
a real effect on visual characteristics or on the
way people live, or will do visible, long-lasting
or irreversible damage to man and his environment.

2.

Will the action proposed (and further actions

contemplated)

result in a cumulative impact that the indivi

dual decision itself might not directly have?
3. Is the action controversial?
The last criterion has, in part, been responsible for
the growing use among agencies of a document commonly refer
red to as a negative declaration.

The negative declaration,

while not receiving specific sanction in MEPA or the guide
lines, has become an accepted practice in Montana, used
particularly by such agencies as the Departments of Highways,
Fish and Game, and Health and Environmental Sciences who are
constantly approving projects which, though small in nature,
may cause local controversy.

Some examples of these include

wastewater discharge permits, road widening, use of fish
OQ

toxicants in farm ponds, and amendments to mining plans.
The "negative" generally is a short (1-3 page) summary
of the action proposed, its impacts, and a discussion of the
reasons why the agency does not consider the action major or
significant.

This document is submitted to the EQC and

concerned sister agencies.

Thus, the agency has publicly
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documented its consideration of environmental effects and,
further, has submitted its rationale to comraentors who can,
and often do, suggest changes in approach to or implementa
tion of the project.

In addition, the EQC, in its bi-weekly

newsletter, the EQC News, lists the title and lead agency
for each negative declaration received in the time period
since the publication of the last newsletter, so that
members of the public and other agencies are made aware of
actions being taken.

If they are interested they can

request further information.
Actions being considered by state agencies that require
an environmental impact statement or review include "pro
posals for projects, programs, legislation, and other major
1

actions of state government."40

In general, this is fairly

clear-cut, with two exceptions - legislation and policy.
The MEPA requirement that impact statements be submitted
with legislative proposals that state agencies submit to the
state legislature has been virtually ignored.

The few that

have been done are on environmentally protective legislation,
not on development oriented proposals where the statements
are needed far more.
The EQC guidelines propose that environmental impact
statements should be prepared on
"Recommendations or favorable reports relating to
legislation, including that for appropriations.
The requirement...applies to both:
(a) agency
recommendations on their own proposals for legis
lation; and (b) agency reports on legislation
initiated elsewhere."%1
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When the hundreds of bills that are introduced into the
state legislature each year are considered it is easy to see
why state agencies have quietly ignored a requirement that
would result in hundreds of environmental impact statements
each year.

Neither money and staff time nor common sense

would indicate

compliance.

However, as Anderson quotes from

a federal test

of the statute;

"The loss to improved governmental decision making
is all the greater because congressional review of
impacts which proposed legislation may have can be
much more useful than agency attempts to mitigate
impacts after an ill-conceived statute has been
enacted.
Congress has more latitude to set policy
through its power to legislate than an administrator
has to avoid environmental impacts after a congres
sional mandate has been d e l i v e r e d . " 4 2
One solution that has been proposed is an "environmen1

tal note" patterned somewhat after the fiscal note that
accompanies much legislation.43

The argument that attends

this proposal assumes that a short, concise summation of
the environmental impacts, both adverse and beneficial, of a
particular bill would be much more useful to and used by the
already paper-buried legislators than many pages of discus
sion.

Further, pros and cons are very often recorded in the

committee hearings and further amplication could be ver
bally introduced into the committee record.

Legislators

wishing expansion could consult both these and the involved
agency.
This suggestion may be the subject for some debate and
consideration.

In the meantime, state agencies, the EQC,
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and the legislature have shown little interest in implemen
ting or further delineating the legislative impact state
ment mandate.
Another area that needs more consideration is that of
program-policy implementation.

Too often overall programs

and policies are implemented on a piecemeal basis and the
impact statements are done the same way.
example is state coal leasing.

An illustrative

The DSL has long been man

dated by the State Enabling Act to lease state lands and
minerals, including coal, for the benefit of the state
school trust fund.

44

Yet, at no time has a general policy

been formulated to determine what kinds of lands should be
leased for coal, what the relative benefits to the trust of
I

coal leasing are, how state coal leasing fits into an over
all state policy on coal development, and so on.

Individual

impact statements on each tract offered for sale would
probably not cover all of these bases adequately.
Federal agencies have begun to tackle this kind of
problem with the use of so-called "programmatic state
ments."45

These involve one of two things:

1) preparing a

single statement on the program as a whole rather than filing
separate impact statements on the individual actions ; or
2) preparing an overall statement assessing basic policy
issues common to all actions under a program, following it
when necessary with a separate statement for each major
action needing individual treatment.
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Federal agencies have found that the programmatic state
ment allows a more comprehensive consideration of effects
and alternatives than is practicable in a statement on an
individual action.

It also tends to guarantee that cumu

lative impacts normally slighted on a case by case review
are fully considered and that duplication of discussions on
basic policy questions are a v o i d e d . A l l in all, the pro
gram statements cut redundancy and unnecessary paperwork and
make the environmental analysis more

m e a n i n g f u l . 4?

The possibility of including programmatics as an alter
native in a new revision of the guidelines has been consid
ered.

Whether this clarification or some other results

remains to be seen.

In any case, initiation and implementa

tion of general programs and policies would often seem to be
major and significant actions of state government.

As such,

they would appear to require impact statements.
An agency must take one further consideration into
account when determining whether an impact statement should
be done on any given action - its own statutory authority
and limitations.

Section 69-6505 requires that all agencies

review their statutory authority, regulations, and policies
to determine if there are any inconsistencies or defi
ciencies which would prohibit full compliance with MEPA.
This section also requires that if any are found, the agency
must take steps to remedy them.

This last prevents agencies

from artificially construing their limitations.
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Most agencies completed this review by July 1, 1972,
and have eliminated any but the most minor inconsistencies.
The one major exception is the DSL which enforces a law
containing a broad confidentiality provision.

This law,

known as the Hard Rock A c t , s t a t e s in S 50-1221 that "Any
and all information obtained by the board or by the director
or his staff by virtue of applications for licenses or
permits is confidential between the board and the applicant."
In response to a request for an opinion on this section
by the DSL, Attorney General Robert Woodahl held that:
1.

The Montana Statute providing for confidential

applications under the Hard Rock Mining Act is constitu
tional under Article II, Section 9, of the 1972 Montana
Constitution.
2.

Confidential information contained in an applica

tion to the department for a hard rock mining permit cannot
be made public through an environmental impact statement.^9
Although the 1974 legislature amended various other
provisions of the Hard Rock Act, it declined to amend the
confidentiality p r o v i s i o n . T h e r e f o r e ,

the DSL cannot

comply with i 69-6504 (b) (3) which requires an impact state
ment.

It can, and does, however, review, through internal

assessment procedures, each proposed action under Chapter 12
in light of MEPA.51
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Contents of the Statement
After an agency determines that an impact statement is
required under the provisions of i 69-6504 (b) (3) , it must
then decide what the content of that statement should and
will be.
The first criterion spelled out by the section is that
the five mandated topics should be discussed in a "detailed"
manner.
fically.

The EQC guidelines do not address this topic speci
However, the illumination provided by one federal

judge probably best sums up the attitude taken in regard to
MEPA;
"At the very least [it] is an environmental full
disclosure law....The ’detailed statement'
required...should, at a minimum, contain such
information as will alert the President, the
Council on Environmental Quality, the public,
and, indeed, the Congress, to all known
possible environmental consequences of proposed
agency action."52
In discussing the consequences of the proposed action,
the agency is mandated to consider the environmental impact
of the proposed action, the adverse environmental effects,
any reasonable alternatives, the relationship between short
and long term results, and irreversible commitments that
might be made if the project were

i m p l e m e n t e d .

53

In order to do these things, the existing environment
and the proposed action must first be described with the
scope of the descriptions "commensurate" with the extent
and expected impact of the action and with the amount of
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information required at the particular level of decision
making.54

This, obviously, will vary from agency to agency

and case to case.

Some agencies have made an effort to set

out a generalized framework for certain types of actions^S
while others have been given very specific content inclu
sions by subsequent l a w s . S t i l l others deal with the
problems on a day to day, personnel-available basis.

In

any case, the results are often widely disparate and it is
questionable if many of the statements would survive a
court test of adequacy.
Following a description of the existing environment and
the proposed action the statement should detail an analysis
of the impact of the action on the human environment.

This

analysis should include a complete summary of the écologie
consequences taking in both primary and secondary impacts.5?
These impacts, as has been made clear by House Joint Reso
lution 73 (HJR 73), passed by the state legislature in 1974,
include social, economic, and cultural factors as well as
aesthetic and environmental factors.^8
Next the statement should include any adverse environ
mental effects which cannot be avoided should the project
be implemented.

The guidelines suggest that mitigative

measures should be proposed for these effects.59
Any environmental analysis should also include a full
discussion of reasonable alternatives.

The alternatives

should cover the range between no action at all and another
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action which accomplishes the same purpose as that proposed
but without the objectionable

i m p a c t s .

60

These alternatives

are especially important with regard to the requirement that
the statement accompany the proposal through the existing
agency review

p r o c e s s ,

because the agency decisionmakers

must have alternatives at hand if they are to rationally
reject any action.
The other two specific topics mentioned in § 69-6504(b)
(3),

(iv) short-term uses versus long-term productivity and

(v) irreversible resource commitments, are the last two
subjects to be discussed in an environmental impact state
ment and appear to receive the least attention, both from
the agencies and from the EQC.^Z

Nevertheless, since the

section as a whole was aimed at accomplishing the policy
objectives of § 69-6503 these two requirements should be
related to those objectives, particularly "fulfill[ing] the
responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the envi
ronment for succeeding generations."

So, the agency must

view the action from the standpoint of trustee and justify
any decision to cause lasting losses for short-term gain.
Irreversible commitments then must be looked at as comple
mentary to the discussion of long-term uses versus short
term productivity.

In other words, it requires, at least

in part, consideration of the permanent loss of resources
committed to the project and thus unavailable for any other
use.

In this context one topic that is receiving increasing
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stress in light of the "energy crunch" is the use of energy
resources.
The concluding portion of § 69-6504(b)(3) states that:
"Prior to making any detailed statement, the
responsible state official shall consult with and
obtain the comments of any state agency which has
jurisdiction by law or special expertise with
respect to any environmental impact involved.
Copies of such statement and the comments and views
of the appropriate state, federal, and local
agencies, which are authorized to develop and
enforce environmental standards, shall be made
available to the Governor, the Environmental
Quality Council, and to the public, and shall
accompany the proposal through the existing
agency review process."
One interesting deviation of this section from the
remainder of MEPA is the requirement of an environmental
statement and elicitation of comments by a responsible
1

official rather than the agency as a whole.

One view is

that this
"emphasizes the role differentiation between
preparation of the statement and making the
decision - the former is the responsibility of
an identifiable person, while the latter is
the responsibility of the agency as a whole."^3
Another source sees that the "practical result of designating
a responsible official is to assist the public in obtaining
access to environmental statements."®^

Some state agencies

have taken this latter view and have designated responsible
personnel within the offices.
In any event, the comment-requiring section of the act
gives very little direction to the process itself.

There

fore, the EQC guidelines have built upon this framework and
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set up a comprehensive procedure for the comment process.
The "draft" environmental impact statement, which must be as
complete as possible, provides the means for an agency to
solicit comments from sister agencies, from federal and
local agencies, and from private individuals and organiza
tions.

With the benefit of these comments the initiating

agency prepares a "final" environmental impact statement,
possibly modifying the proposal and the draft, which then is
supposed to accompany the proposal through the agency
review process.

If no or favorable comments are received on

the draft, the draft is considered as fulfilling the MEPA
requirements of a detailed statement.
Although MEPA says nothing about the public being able
to comment on a draft, the guidelines suggest it^S and
members of the public, particularly environmental, conserva
tion, and other citizens' groups, have been quite vociferous
in maintaining a right to review drafts.

Further, a number

of federal court cases have held that the public may raise
environmental questions by way of comment to the draft state
ment, and that the final impact statement must respond to
those comments.
To enable all of the entities involved to comment, the
EQC guidelines require that agencies allow at least thirty
days after the draft has been circulated for interested
parties to reply^? with a fifteen day extension upon request.
Thirty more days must pass following release of the final
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before administrative action can be taken.68

Even if a

final as such is not prepared no action can be taken until
sixty days following the release of the

d r a f t .

69

The

agency, if it chooses, may take as much more time as it
desires and as its statutory mandates will allow.
Agencies and private groups whose authority, expertise,
or interests have put them in a position of being frequently
asked to comment on drafts have noted that thirty to fortyfive days do not give them much time to prepare useful
comments.

This is especially true where only one or two

persons review all of the statements and prepare the agency
or group reactions.

The solution that most have fallen

back on is to be very selective as to the statements
I

reviewed which often results in few comments on certain
statements.
MEPA does not provide for public hearings on environ
mental impact statements.

The agency itself, either upon

its own initiation or because of its statutory responsibi
lities,

may hold a public hearing on a proposed action.

A

hearing may also be requested by outside forces under the
provisions of the Montana Administrative Procedure Act.
The EQC guidelines provide that the environmental statement
should be made available to the public thirty days prior to
the hearing, if one is held.^l
In addition to setting out time frames for review of
statements, the guidelines also set out provisions for
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emergency circumstances where the time frames cannot be
m e t .

72

An agency, finding itself in this situation, is

asked to consult with the EQC and set forth the reasons why
it cannot or will not comply with the review periods.
Montana's agencies attempt to work within the suggested
time frames whenever possible and have responded to the
request to inform and consult with the EQC when emergencies
arise.

However, most agencies see this notification mainly

as a responsibility to keep the public informed not as a
request for a waiver from the EQC or an abrogation of
agency authority to that body.
One classic emergency resulted from passage of the
Montana Strip Mining and Reclamation Act when the DSL
found itself in the position of conflict between its admin
istrative responsibilities and the time frames of the EQC
guidelines.

The letter to the EQC apprising them of the

agency's proposed course of action is very clearly not a
request for a waiver but a statement of the DSL's position
and a reiteration of its intent to comply with MEPA to the
fullest extent possible.73
c u r r e d .

74

In this case, the Council con

Had it not, the agency's subsequent actions

would have been no different; nor would most other agencies,
finding themselves in a similar situation.
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Further Action-Forcing Provisions
One further provision of MEPA that could be considered
action-forcing is § 69-6507 which states that "the policies
and goals set forth in this act are supplementary to those
set forth in existing authorizations of all boards, commis
sions, and agencies of the state."

Supplementary in its

usual context means in addition to, either in the sense of a
continuation or of filling a deficiency.

In either case, it

is fairly clear that agencies must consider environmental
consequences in their decision making.
A decision by the Court of Appeals of Washington in
interpreting SEPA, the Washington environmental policy
act^S which also is patterned after NEPA, supports this
view.

In one case, the Court held that
"the change in the substantive law brought about
by SEPA introduces an element of discretion into
the making of decisions that were formerly minis
terial, such that even if we assume...that the
issuance of a...permit was, prior to SEPA, a
ministerial, nondiscretionary act, SEPA makes it
legislative and discretionary."76
The court further states that the provisions of SEPA

make it clear that all regulations of the law must be read
in light of those provisions.^7
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The correspondent section in NEPA is § 102(2)(c).

2

Anderson, F. R.
19 73. NEPA in the courts.
John
Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, Maryland. 56.

3

Guidelines.

^

Title 82, Chapter 42, R.C.M. 1947.

^

There are currently nineteen official agencies although
Executive Reorganization allows for twenty.
The twen
tieth is currently being considered in the Governor's
Office.

®

The Departments of Agriculture, Fish andGame, Health
and Environmental Sciences, Highways, Livestock, Natural
Resources and Conservation, and State Lands; the Aero
nautics Commission and the Division of Planning and
Economic Development of the Department of Intergovern
mental Relations; and the University of Montana and
Montana State University.

^

For example DNR, DHES, and DSL.

®

Motto:

^

Many of the statementsherein, especiallyreferring
to
generalized state agency responses, have been summarized
from personal experience from a great number of personal
conversations, both on a one to one basis and in group
discussion, over a period of two years, with other state
personnel responsible for implementation of MEPA.
In
some cases the conclusions have been simplified because
an enumeration of day to day occurrences, problems and
interactions which result in the visual display or
opinion would be exhausting, boring, and would serve no
real purpose.
This makes the conclusions no less valid.

Me and God!

Brown, C. 19 74. Attorney.
Personal communication.

Department of Agriculture.

11

Title 50, Chapter 10,

R.C.M. 1947.

1^

Schwinden, T.
1973.
Letter to F. E. Newby, Executive
Director, Environmental Quality Council, August 31.

48
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13
14

Peabody Coal Company, Decker Coal Company, and Western
Energy Company.
See for example; Department of State Lands.
19 73.
Draft environmental impact statement— Proposed approval
of strip mining permit for the continuation of the Pea
body Coal Company Big Sky Mine near Colstrip, Montana.

15

See especially §§50:1039, 50:1042, 50:1050, 50:1056,
R.C.M. 1947 and §26-2. 10 (10)-510300, Montana Administra
tive Code.

16

Title 70, Chapter 8, R.C.M. 1947.

17

Section 70-806(2), R.C.M. 1947.

18
19

Judge, T.
1974. Letter to Ted Schwinden, Commissioner,
Department of State Lands. April 26.
Judge, T.
19 74. Memorandum to Ted Schwinden, Commis
sioner, Department of State Lands.
September 6.
Guidelines, Section 5(b).
Council on Environmental Quality.
Guidelines for state
ments on proposed actions affecting the environment.
36 Fed. Reg. 7724 (April 23, 1971), i 5(b).
The CEQ has
since revised their guidelines;
CEQ.

Third Annual Report.

234.

CEQ.

Third Annual Report.

235.

24

Supra.

25

CEQ.

Note 2, 199-200.
Third Annual Report.

236.

Project Independence is a Federal Energy Office (FED)
proposal which projects national energy self-sufficiency
by 19 80.
27

See Department of State Lands file. Memo and chronology.
No date.
File: BIA-USGS-Westmoreland.

28

Bureau of Indian Affairs.
1973.
Draft environmental
impact statement.
Crow ceded area coal lease - Westmore
land Resources mining proposal.

29

Department of State Lands.
19 73.
Draft environmental
impact statement: Proposed Westmoreland Resources Sarpy
Creek Mine, Big Horn County.
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Id. Cover letter.
31

Redding v. Morton, 1974, CV-74-12-BLG.

32

Westinghouse Environmental Systems.
19 73. Colstrip
Generation and Transmission Project.
Prepared for
Montana Power Company.
Butte, Montana.

33

Division of Forestry.
Department of Natural Resources.
1973. Revised guidelines.

34

Schwinden, T.
19 74. Memorandum to all division admini
strators. Environmental review. May 28.

35

Hansen, R.P.
1971.
Comments and suggested amendments.
Prepared guidelines of Council on Environmental Quality
for statement on proposed federal actions affecting the
environment.
Feb. 25.
(mimeographed paper written for
Rocky Mountain Center on Environment, Denver, Colorado).

3^

Guidelines.

3^

Supra.

38

Hanly v. Mitchell,

39

A complete list of the negative declarations received by
the EQC is available in the bi-weekly publication of
the council. The EQC News.

40

Section 69-6504(b)(3), R.C.M. 1947

§ 2 (b).

Note 2.

Guidelines.

89-90.
F.2d

, 2 ELR at 20720.

§5a(l) .

^3

Supra.

Note 2.

130.

43

Tippy, R. 1974. Attorney.
Personal communication.

44

Title 81, Chapters 1-24, R.C.M. 1947.

45

See for example; USDI. Bureau of Land Management.
19 74,
Draft environmental impact statement: Proposed federal
coal leasing program.
DES 74-5 3.

46

CEQ.

Third Annual Report.

47

CEQ.

Fourth Annual Report.

48

Title 50, Chapter 12, R.C.M. 1947,

Legislative Council.

2 33.
2 35
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Woodahl, R.
1973. Attorney General.
Vol. 35. August 7.

50

See Title 50, Chapter 12, R.C.M. 1947, as amended.

51

Department of State Lands.
1973.
Revised guidelines
for the Department of State Lands pursuant to MEPA.

52

Environmental Defense Fund v. Corps of Engineers
(GiIlham Dam), 325 F. Supp. at 759, 1 ELR at 20141.

53

The determination of what constitutes an adequate consid
eration of all of these factors has been the subject of
a variety of federal court cases.
An extensive explana
tion is available in Anderson (supra, note 2) along with
a detailed list of the cases— which in many instances
must be read in full to really be appreciated.

34

Guidelines.

55

See for example:
Solomon, S.M. 19 74. DSL Memo to
Ted Schwinden, et al. Environmental impact statements
on coal strip mines. March 4.

56

See for example the Utility Siting Act, Title 71,
Chapter 8, R.C.M. 1947.

57

Guidelines.

58

HJR 73. A Joint Resolution of the Senate and the House
of Representatives of the State of Montana Calling for
Thorough Economic Analysis in Environmental Impact
Statements and Directing the Environmental Quality
Council to Elicit Such Analysis from State Agencies.
March 16, 19 74.

59
60

Guidelines.

Opinion 19.

§6a(l).

§6a(2).

§6a(3).

Guidelines.
§6a(4).
See also Calvert Cliffs' Coordi
nating Committee v. Atomic Energy Commission, 449 F.2d
1109, 1 ELR 20346 (D. C. Cir. 1971), cert, denied, 404
U.S. 942 (1972); Keith v. Volpe
F. Supp.
2 ELR
20425 (C.D. Cal. 1972); Natural Resources Defense
Council V. Morton, 458 F.2d 827, 2 ELR 20029 (D.C. Cir);
Environmental Defense Fund v. Corps of Engineers (Gillham Dam), 325 F. Supp. at 759, 1 ELR at 20141.

51

Guidelines.

§69-6504(b)(3).

52

Guidelines.

§6a(5),

(6).
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63

Peterson, R. C.
1971. An analysis of Title I of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
1 ELR
50043.

64

Kross, B. C.
19 72. Preparation of an environmental
impact statement.
44 University of Colorado Law Review.
85.

65

Guidelines. §7.

66

See especially Latham v. Volpe, 350 F. Supp. at 265,
2 ELR at 20547. See also Jicarilla Apache Tribe v.
Morton,
F. Supp. at
, 2 ELR at 20295.

67

Guidelines. §7.

68

Guidelines. §8b.

69

Guidelines. §8b.

■70

Title 82, Chapter 42, R.C.M. 1947.
Guidelines.

§8j.

Guidelines.

§8e.

73

Schwinden, T.
1973.
Letter to Fletcher Newby, Execu
tive Director, EQC, August 31.

74

Newby, F. 1973.
Letter to Ted Schwinden, Commissioner,
DSL. September 18. See also EQC News, Vol. 1. No. 4.

75

R.c.W., Chapter 43.21C.

76

Juanita Bay Valley Community Association, et al. v. City
of Kirkland, Wash., 510 P.2d at 1149 (1973).

77

Id. at 1145.
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CHAPTER V
THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COUNCIL
The Environmental Quality Council (EQC) created by
§ 69-6508 of MEPA, is a unique phenomenon in the United
States.

While its counterpart in NEPA, the Council on

Environmental Quality (CEQ), and its correspondents in
other states are advisors to the executive branch of govern
ment, the EQC is an arm of the legislature with public
participation and executive branch liaison.
The EQC is composed of thirteen members:

the governor

or his designated representative, four members of the
Senate, four members of the House, and four members of the
public.
I the

The members from the legislature are appointed by

Committee on Committees of each house with no more than

two members from each to be of the same political party.
The members of the general public are nominated by the
governor and approved by the Senate.

No member of the

council may serve more than six years.
This structure was chosen in the hope, expressed by the
law's original sponsor, George Darrow, that
"the diversity of council membership [will assure]
that a broad perspective will be maintained in
carrying out its assigned functions.
As he sees it, those functions include a duty "to anticipate
environmental problems, analyze their root causes, perceive
alternatives, and recommend preventive action.

53
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The diversity in membership of the council has been
evident, not only in its political makeup but also in the
backgrounds of its members.

Since it was first organized on

July 7, 19 71, the council has encompassed people with such
widely different backgrounds as a geologist, a car dealer, a
bank president, an egg producer, a rancher, an anthropolo
gist, a wildlife biologist, and several attorneys.^
Since meetings of the council are mandated only once
each quarter, MEPA makes provisions for a full-time execu
tive director to be appointed by the council and answerable
only to the council.

He must have a college degree and at

least three years of experience in some field related to
environmental affairs.

This director may hire a full-time

I

staff, subject to the council's approval, to help carry out
MEPA's provisions.4
The council's first executive director, Fletcher E.
Newby, hired on September 1, 1971, was a wildlife biologist
and a former Fish and Game Department employee.

The current

director, John Ruess, was a professor of government and a
co-participant in a resource study of the Gallatin Valley.
The staff members have been hired with an eye to the
backgrounds needed to carry out and implement the functions
of the EQC as outlined by MEPA and as current projects
indicate the need.

They include or have included a geolo

gist, a biologist, an engineer, an economist, a land use
planner, an attorney and others.
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One problem that has plagued the EQC is the relation
ship between the council and the staff.

Very few people

see the staff and the c o u n c i l ^ as anything but one and the
same; they all constitute, in most eyes, the "EQC."

Thus,

statements made by the executive director or a staff member
on any subject often are taken as official pronouncements
of the council.

Any reaction reflects on the "EQC."

Council members have noted this problem and are attempting
to do something about it.

Nevertheless, untoward statements

or actions by the executive director and his staff have
harmed the credibility and effectiveness of the "EQC" in
many avenues of opinion.
The EQC is not a regulatory agency; neither is it an
1

environmental control agency.

MEPA does not transfer to

the EQC the authority or the responsibility to make the
decisions that might have a significant environmental effect.
That responsibility remains with the agencies who are
given statutory mandates to administer the state programs
and who, under MEPA, must prepare the environmental impact
statements.

Thus, the EQC has no legal veto power over any

agency action or proposal.

It cannot approve or disapprove

agency actions, statements, or failure to prepare state
ments.

Its influence on the state agencies has been

exerted primarily through informal discussion and criticism
and occasionally through its influence on public opinion.
There is no official administrative enforcement of MEPA.
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Although § 69-6504(b)(3) states that "copies of [an
agency environmental impact statement] shall be made avail
able to the governor, the Environmental Quality Council, and
to the public",

[Emphasis added], neither it nor any other

section of MEPA further mentions the EQC's role in the
impact statement process.

In fact, S 69-6514, which specifi

cally defines the scope and authority of the EQC and its
staff, in no manner mentions either authority to administer
the environmental impact statement process or to promulgate
guidelines.

Yet the council has taken the responsibility of

doing both, either consciously or unconsciously following
the path marked by the CEQ in response to NEPA.

The CEQ,

however, was established by NEPA as a small policymaking and
1

coordinating group in the Executive Office of the President;
thus, it also takes directions from the President.

An

executive order, issued on March 15, 19 70, made the CEQ
responsible for issuing
"guidelines to Federal agencies for the pre
paration of detailed statements on proposals
for legislation and other Federal actions
affecting the environment, as required by
section 102(2)(c) of the Act."°
The EQC has no such mandate.
CEQ's role in the impact process is equivocal even
with the authority of the executive order;
"It is uncertain how CEQ can assure effective
agency compliance with Executive Order 11515
and the CEQ guidelines.
It is significant
that the council still does not officially
approve or disapprove particular agency
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procedures, statements, or failure to prepare
statements, relying instead on formal consulta
tion, although it has played an active role in
getting the agencies to prepare their own
procedures for NEPA compliance, has guided them
toward a broad reading of the Act in the CEQ
Guidelines, and has occasionally criticized
particular statements on a non-systematic,
'ex parte' basis.
So far as administrative
enforcement of NEPA is concerned, therefore,
the responsibility for policing the agencies
appears to have fallen between two stools.
In
these circumstances, responsibility has fallen
back on the courts."?
The courts make clear that the CEQ's authority to imple
ment NEPA is derived primarily from an executive order and
inferentially from NEPA itself.

Some weight, although

nothing approaching the force of law, is given to the guide
lines especially in terms of a well-reasoned attempt to aid
agencies in a better understanding and implementation of the
policy and intent of NEPA.

For example, a dictum of the

Second Circuit Court maintains that
"although the Guidelines are merely advisory
and the Council on Environmental Quality has
no authority to prescribe regulations governing
compliance with NEPA, we would not lightly
suggest that the Council, entrusted with the
responsibility of developing and recommending
national policies 'to foster and promote the
improvement of environmental quality' has
misconstrued NEPA."®
What applies to the CEQ in this case should also be
applicable to the EQC.

Nevertheless, the council views

itself as more than a commentor in the impact statement
process.

In both the first and second annual reports, it is

clearly stated that "ongoing EQC functions include adminis
tration of the environmental impact statement process,"® and,
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"a principle tool of the EQC in implementing MEPA is the
environmental impact

s

t

a

t

e

m

e

n

t

.

[Emphasis added].

Further, "the council's policing functions are limited to
Sections 69-6504(b)(3)

(requirements of impact statements

for environmentally significant a c t i o n s ) [ E m p h a s i s
added].
As far as the guidelines are concerned, the council
has steadfastly maintained its right to promulgate guide
lines while vacillating between viewing the guidelines as "a
service to state a g e n c i e s " a n d as having "the force of
law.
There has been no direct challenge by any state agency
to either administration of the impact statement process or
promulgation of guidelines by the EQC.

Most agencies are

committed to the policy stated in MEPA and recognize that
the system as it exists at present serves a useful function.
Further, most follow the guidelines to the fullest extent
possible while maintaining and utilizing their administra
tive fiat to deviate as the need arises.

An uneasy balance

has apparently been struck where the agencies and the
council respect the others' views, consult and advise toget
her and maintain a mutual avoidance of taking a hard line on
the grey areas in the best interests of the environment.
Nevertheless, most state agencies feel strongly that
MEPA does not give the EQC the statutory authority to promul
gate guidelines or to be an enforcing agency.

While
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attempting to implement MEPA to the fullest extent possible,
these agencies refuse to derogate executive authority to an
agency which legally is only remotely responsible to the
people and holds no decision-making authority of its own.
The council, on the other hand, appears to feel that every
thing possible must be done to implement MEPA and protect
environmental values as they see them, even if the actions
antagonize state agencies.
Several basic solutions or combinations of or varia
tions on those themes have been suggested to rectify the
authority question.
altogether.

One, of course, is to repeal MEPA

So far this has been rejected out of hand.

Another is to retain the policy and action-forcing sections
of MEPA and eliminate the EQC or to very explicitly and
severely limit the functions of the EQC.

A third has been

to amend MEPA to place the council as an arm of the
Governor's office thus giving it the authority of that
office, a larger and more sought after advisory capacity,
and, in theory at least, a closer working relationship with
agencies of the executive branch.

A further suggestion is

an amendment to the law actually giving the council the
power to adopt rules and regulations to implement MEPA,
with the added requirement that if the council remains an
arm of the legislature it must forego its exclusion under
the Montana Administrative Procedure A c t . A

final sug

gestion involves the addition of an environmental impact
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statement "czar".

This idea, recently put forth by Repre

sentative Dorothy Bradley, a council member, proposes an
ombudsman or professional overseer, entirely separate from
the council, who would review all environmental impact
statements and have the authority to accept or reject them
as fulfilling the letter and intent of MEPA.^^
Although these amendments have been bandied about by
the executive branch and state agencies, by the council and
staff, by members of the legislature, and by members of the
public, little or no substantive action has been taken to
implement any of them.

Duties of the Executive Director and His Staff
Section 59-6514 expressly directs the executive director
and his staff to carry out a number of duties and functions
in relation to and in light of the policy set forth in
§ 69-6503.
1.

These include a mandate to:

Gather and analyze timely and authoritive infor
mation;

2.

Review and appraise programs and activities of
state agencies;

3.

Develop and recommend policies;

4.

Conduct investigations, studies, surveys, research,
and analyses;

5.

Document and define changes in the natural envi
ronment;
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6.

Make and furnish studies, reports, and recommenda
tions as the legislature requests;

7.

Analyze legislative proposals;

8.

Consult with and assist legislators;

9.

Suggest legislation;

10.

Transmit to the Governor, legislature, and public
an annual report containing:
-the status and condition of the major environ
mental classes of the state;
-the adequacy of available natural resources for
future use of the state;
-current and foreseeable environmental trends;
-a review of programs and activities of governmenI

tal and non-governmental entities relating to
environmental effects;
-remedies for deficiencies in existing programs
including recommendations for legislation.
To carry out these functions MEPA has given the EQC the
authority to examine any agency records, to hold hearings,
and to issue subpoenas and has directed the council to
consult with all applicable groups and utilize their serv
ices.
The EQC has published two annual reports, the first in
October, 1972, and the second in October, 1973; they are
currently working on the third.

These reports provide an

excellent summary of the activities and studies that the
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executive director and his staff have undertaken to carry
out the mandates of § 69-6513 and, in addition, they are a
direct response to the directive of § 69-6514(j).

These

reports further encompass reviews of state agency programs
that affect the

environment; describe conditions existing

in Montana and identify trends; make recommendations for new
and improved legislation, programs, and policies; and
review recently enacted legislation.
Areas of wide-spread state concern that have been
examined and discussed include energy policy, land use
considerations, saline seep, coal development, water, and
surface versus subsurface ownership rights.

In fact, some

of these staff studies, especially "Water and Eastern
I

Montana Coal Development", "Saline Seep in Montana",
"Underground Natural Resources", and "Coal Development
Potential in Eastern Montana", have been valuable source
materials and have been widely used and quoted.
The EQC in its annual reports has also included recom
mendations for resource legislation such as a utility siting
authority, a stronger reclamation act, a water use act, sub
division regulations, and others which were later enacted
and many that were not.

It is interesting to note, however,

that most of the legislation mentioned was already drafted
or being drafted much of it by state agencies or the office
of the Governor.

Therefore, the recommendations were not

original recommendations resulting from in-depth studies as
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such but mainly endorsement of concepts widely discussed in
the state.
In addition to these results of compliance with MEPA,
the EQC is currently completing two studies which were
undertaken as a result of the statutory duty "to make and
furnish such studies, reports thereon, and recommendations
with respect to matters of policy and legislation as the
legislative assembly requests."^®
Senate Joint Resolution 24 (SJR 24) of the 1973 legis
lative session directed the EQC to conduct an energy policy
study for M o n t a n a . H o u s e Joint Resolution 9 (HJR 9) , also
of the 1973 legislature, directed the EQC to undertake a
study

of l a n d u s e p r a c t i c e s a n d p o l i c i e s i n M o n t a n a . ^0

Both

I

resolutions request a report, policy recommendations and
suggested legislation.

Both of these studies are being

funded by a $150,000 grant from the Ford Foundation.
A portion of this grant money is also being utilized to
help the EQC carry out other statutory duties, especially
partial support of an environmental library and information
service in cooperation with the University of Montana and
the Western Montana Scientists Committee for Public Infor
mation (WMCIPI).

The information service includes a bi

weekly newsletter, the EQC News, which reports recent actions
by state agencies and lists the latest environmental impact
statements and negative declarations filed.
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The EQC and staff have appeared to carry out the man
dates given them in § 69-6513 to the fullest extent
possible.

With a small professional staff, which has at no

time exceeded ten full-time members, and a relatively small
budget

11

, the council does not have the wherewithal to do

very many in-depth studies to fulfill the directives speci
fically given it under law or to make a thorough study, even
for advisory purposes, of all of the environmental impact
statements received.

With the effort to give at least a

superficial review of every environmental impact statement
and negative declaration it receives and the self-imposed
duties of administration of the environmental impact state
ment process the council's diversity is further restricted.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
MEPA, although similar to NEPA and thus subject to its
legal interpretations, has proven to be a case in itself.
In some ways, the response of the citizens, the state govern
ment, and the industries of Montana to it is unique or at
least different from almost anywhere else.

The fact that

no one has challenged MEPA, in a state with so many widely
diversified interests and beliefs, such dominating
industries, and so many wide ranging citizens' action-groups
is proof of that in itself.

No other state has escaped

litigation over its policy act.
MEPA does function in the State of Montana.

Agencies are

more routinely accepting its mandates as normal inclusions
in day to day decision making and are inviting public parti
cipation; many are implementing it "to the fullest extent
possible."

Yet the law is not being implemented as widely

as could be hoped for.

Two situations appear to, at least

partially, account for this.
The first determining factor is funding.

Many agencies

simply are not able to cope with the vastly increased work
load all of the recently enacted legislation adds to the
implementation of MEPA.

Budgets and personnel in many

agencies are already strained to the breaking point in
simply carrying out their administrative responsibilities.
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Studies and impact statement requirements further add to
that load.
Some budgeting of time and money might be possible if
the agencies could look ahead a year and determine how many
impact analyses they would have to undertake.

However, this

is almost impossible, especially in the case of major
projects.

The DHES does

division to deal with or

not know if it will

have one sub

four hundred before next year.

The

DNR does not know if it will have three water use applica
tions or forty.

The DSL

does not know if it will have no

new strip mine applications or ten.

With these uncer

tainties, administration and budgeting for major impact
efforts become ridiculous.

The only agency who appears to
I

have this problem eliminated is the Energy Planning Division
of the DNR, the administrator of the Utility Siting Act
which incorporates a fee schedule.
In any case, some means of adequately funding studies
and personnel for all agencies to implement MEPA must be
found before it can ever approach being implemented liter
ally to the fullest extent possible.
A second factor is the true lack of understanding of
MEPA, its provisions, and its intent, among not only state
agency personnel, but also legislators and the public.

The

EQC, in partial recognition of this, held an informational
seminar for people directly responsible for implementation
of the act.

Even some of these people, although they knew
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what MEPA was, really did not know what it did other than
require environmental impact statements.

And they worked

with it every day.
Thus, there is a similar lack of understanding of the
function of the EQC.

Some see the EQC as the end-all and

be-all of advocacy; others see it as a gigantic pain in the
neck.

Nevertheless, one of the common denominators of both

and, incidentally, most of the rest in the middle, is the
fact that rarely do they see the EQC for what it really is,
both realistically and statutorily.

They see it as they

want it to be and will defend their position against all
logic or law.
This lack of comprehension of MEPA on all sides makes
I

the job of implementation doubly difficult because a law
not understood cannot be properly followed nor will it be
adequately funded.
Implementation of MEPA has encountered many other
problems including recalcitrance by some agency personnel,
use of the environmental impact statement to justify a
decision already made, lack of specific authority to deny
projects on environmental grounds, irrelevant guidelines,
personality clashes, poor administration and staff choices,
and lack of interagency communication.

All of these things

have damaged the policy put forth by MEPA.
Yet, irrevocably, MEPA has had an impact, albeit one
that is very difficult to measure.

What can be seen as
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solid results are probably more akin to the tip of the
iceberg - what can not be seen is undoubtedly more impor
tant.

How many decisions have been altered, how many

projects dead before they began because of MEPA will never
be calculated.

But there is no question MEPA is impacting

agency decision making; projects are becoming more environ
mentally responsible, public awareness and participation is
more widespread and accepted, and more and more new legisla
tion acknowledges environmental considerations.
MEPA is functioning —

but it has a long way to go.
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APPENDIX I
PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY

69-6501.
Short title.
This act may be cited as the
"Montana Environmental Policy Act."
Title of Act
An act to establish a state policy for the environment and
to establish an environmental quality council and setting
forth its powers and duties and providing an effective
date.
69-6502.
Purpose of act.
The purpose of this act is
to declare a state policy which will encourage productive
and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment; to
promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to
the environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and
welfare of man; to enrich the understanding of the eco
logical systems and natural resources important to the
state; and to establish an environmental quality council.
69-650 3. Declaration of state policy for the environ
ment. The legislative assembly, recognizing the profound
impact of man's activity on the interrelations of all com
ponents of the natural environment, particularly the pro
found influences of population growth, high-density urbani
zation, industrial expansion, resource exploitation, and new
and expanding technological advances and recognizing further
the critical importance of restoring and maintaining en
vironmental quality to the overall welfare and development
of man, declares that it is the continuing policy of the
State of Montana, in co-operation with the federal government
and local governments, and other concerned public and pri
vate organizations, to use all practicable means and measures
including financial and technical assistance in a manner
calculated to foster and promote the general welfare, to
create and maintain conditions under which man and nature
can coexist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social,
economic, and other requirements of present and future
generations of Montanans.
(a)
In order to carry out the policy set forth in this
act, it is the continuing responsibility of the state of
Montana to use all practicable means, consistent with other
essential considerations of state policy, to improve and co
ordinate state plans, functions, programs, and resources to
the end that the state may—
(1)
fulfill the responsibilities for each generation
as trustee of the environment for succeeding generations;
71
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(2) assure for all Montanans safe, healthful, produc
tive and esthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings;
(3) attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the
environment without degradation, risk to health or safety,
or other undesirable and unintended consequences;
(4) preserve important historic, cultural, and natural
aspects of our unique heritage, and maintain, wherever pos
sible, an environment which supports diversity and variety
of individual choice;
(5) achieve a balance between population and resource
use which will permit high standards of living and a wide
sharing of life's amenities; and
(6) enhance the quality of renewable resources and
approach the maximum attainable recycling of depletable
resources.
(b) The legislative assembly recognizes that each per
son shall be entitled to a healthful environment and that
each person has a responsibility to contribute to the pre
servation and enhancement of the environment.
69-6504.
General directions to state agencies.
The
legislative assembly authorizes and directs that, to the
fullest extent possible:
(a) The policies, regulations, and laws of the state
shall be interpreted and administered in accordance with the
policies set forth in this act and
(b) all agencies of the state shall
I
(1) utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach
which will insure the integrated use of the natural and
social sciences and the environmental design arts in plan
ning and in decision making which may have an impact on
man's environment;
(2) identify and develop methods and procedures, which
will insure that presently unquantified environmental ameni
ties and values may be given appropriate consideration in
decision making along with economic and technical considera
tions ;
(3) include in every recommendation or report on
proposals for projects, programs, legislation and other
major actions of state government significantly affects the
quality of the human environment, a detailed statement on—
(i)
the environmental impact of the proposed action,
(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be
avoided should the proposal be implemented,
(iii) alternatives to the proposed action,
(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of
man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement of
long-term productivity, and
(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources which would be involved in the proposed action
should it be implemented.
Prior to making any detailed statement, the responsible
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state official shall consult with and obtain the comments of
any state agency which has jurisdiction by law or special
expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved.
Copies of such statement and the comments and views of the
appropriate state, federal, and local agencies, which are
authorized to develop and enforce environmental standards,
shall be made available to the governor, the environmental
quality council and to the public, and shall accompany the
proposal through the existing agency review processes.
(4) study, develop, and describe appropriate alterna
tives to recommend courses of action in any proposal which
involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of
available resources;
(5) recognize the national and long-range character of
environmental problems and, where consistent with the poli
cies of the state, lend appropriate support to initiatives,
resolutions, and programs designed to maximize national co
operation in anticipating and preventing a decline in the
quality of mankinds' world environment;
(6) make available to counties, municipalities, insti
tutions, and individuals, advice and information useful in
restoring, maintaining, and enhancing the quality of the
environment;
(7) initiate and utilize ecological information in the
planning and development of resource-oriented projects; and
(8) assist the environmental quality council establisted by section 8 (69-6508) of this act.
I

69-6505.
Review of statutory authority and administra
tive policies to determine deficiencies or inconsistencies.
All agencies of the state shall review their present statu
tory authority, administrative regulations and current
policies and procedures for the purpose of determining
whether there are any deficiencies or inconsistencies there
in which prohibit full compliance with the purposes and
provisions of this act and shall propose to the governor and
the environmental quality council not later than July 1,
19 72, such measures as may be necessary to bring their
authority and policies into conformity with the intent, pur
poses, and procedures set forth in this act.
69-6506.
Specific statutory obligations unimpaired.
Nothing in section 3 (69-6503) or 4 (69-6504) shall in any
way affect the specific statutory obligations of any agency
of the state
(a) to comply with criteria or standards of environ
mental quality,
(b) to coordinate or consult with any other state or
federal agency or
(c) to act, or refrain from acting contingent upon the
recommendations or certification of any other state or fed
eral agency.
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69-650 7. Policies and goals supplementary.
The
policies and goals set forth in this act are supplementary
to those set forth in existing authorizations of all boards,
commissions, and agencies of the state.
^ 69-6508. Environmental Quality Council.
The environ
mental quality council shall consist of thirteen (13) mem
bers to be as follows:
(a) The governor or his designated representative
shall be an ex officio member of the council and shall par
ticipate in council meetings as a regular member.
(b) Four (4) members of the senate and four (4) mem
bers of the house of representatives appointed before the
sixtieth legislative day in the same manner as standing com
mittees of the respective houses are appointed. A vacancy
on the council occurring when the legislative assembly is
not in session shall be filled by the selection of a member
of the legislative assembly by the remaining members of the
council. No more than two (2) of the appointees of each
house shall be members of the same political party.
(c) Four (4) members of the general public to be ap
pointed by the governor with the consent of the senate.
In considering the appointments of (b) and (c) above,
consideration shall be given to their qualifications to
analyze and interpret environmental trends and information
of all kinds; to appraise programs and activities of the
state government in the light of the policy set forth in
section 3 (69-6503) of this act; to be conscious and,respon
sive to the scientific, economic, social, esthetic, and
cultural needs and interests of the state, and to formulate
and recommend state policies to promote the improvement of
the quality of the environment.
69-6509. Term of office.
The four (4) council members
from the house of representatives shall serve for two (2)
years and may be reappointed.
Two (2) council members from
the senate, one from each political party, and two (2)
council members from the general public shall serve for four
(4) years, and these members may be reappointed for a two
(2) year term. Two (2) council members from the senate, one
from each political party, and two (2) council members from
the general public shall serve for two (2) years and these
members may be reappointed for a four (4) year term.
In no
case shall a member of the council serve more than six years.
The council shall elect one of its members as chairman
and such other officers as it deems necessary.
Such officer
shall be elected for a term of two (2) years.
69-6510. Meetings.
The council may determine the time
and place of its meetings but shall meet at least once each
quarter. Each member of the council shall, unless he is a
full-time salaried officer or employee of this state be paid
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twenty-five dollars ($25) for each day in which he is actu
ally and necessarily engaged in the performance of council
duties and shall also be reimbursed for actual and necessary
expenses incurred while in the performance of council duties.
Members who are full-time salaried officers or employees of
this state may not be compensated for their service as mem
bers, but shall be reimbursed for their expenses.
69-6511.
Appointment and qualifications of an execu
tive director.
The council shall appoint the executive
director and set his salary.
The executive director shall
hold a degree from an accredited college or university with
a major in one of the several environmental sciences and
shall have at least three (3) years of responsible experi
ence in the field of environmental management.
He shall be a person who, as a result of his training,
experience, and attainments, is exceptionally well qualified
to analyze and interpret environmental trends and informa
tion of all kinds; to appraise programs and activities of
the state government in the light of the policy set forth in
section 3 (69-6503) of this act; to be conscious of and
responsive to the scientific, economic, social, esthetic,
and cultural needs and interests of the state; and to formu
late and recommend state policies to promote the improvement
of the quality of the environment.
69-6512. Appointment of employees.
The executive
director, subject to the approval of the council may appoint
whatever employees are necessary to carry out the provisions
of this act, within the limitations of legislative appro
priations.

]

69-6513.
Term and removal of the executive director.
The executive director is solely responsible to the environ
mental quality council.
He shall hold office for a term of
two (2) years beginning with July 1 of each odd-numbered
year. The council may remove him for misfeasance, malfea
sance or nonfeasance in office at any time after notice and
hearing.
69-6514.
Duties of executive director and staff. It
shall be the duty and function of the executive director and
his staff
(a)
to gather timely and authoritative information con
cerning the conditions and trends in the quality of the
environment both current and prospective, to analyze and
interpret such information for the purpose of determining
whether such conditions and trends are interfering, or are
likely to interfere, with the achievement of the policy set
forth in section 3 (69-6503) of this act, and to compile
and submit to the governor and the legislative assembly
studies relating to such conditions and trends;
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(b) to review and appraise the various programs and
activities of the state agencies in the light of the policy
set forth in section 3 (69-650 3) of this act for the purpose
of determining the extent to which such programs and activi
ties are contributing to the achievement of such policy, and
to make recommendations to the governor and the legislative
assembly with respect thereto;
(c) to develop and recommend to the governor and the
legislative assembly, state policies to foster and promote
the improvement of environmental quality to meet with con
servation, social, economic, health, and other requirements
and goals of the state;
(d) to conduct investigations, studies, surveys, re
search, and analyses relating to ecological systems and
environmental quality;
(e) to document and define changes in the natural
environment, including the plant and animal systems, and to
accumulate necessary data and other information for a con
tinuing analysis of these changes or trends and an interpre
tation of their underlying causes;
(f) to make and furnish such studies, reports thereon,
and recommendations with respect to matters of policy and
legislation as the legislative assembly requests;
(g) to analyze legislative proposals in clearly envi
ronmental areas and in other fields where legislation might
have environmental consequences, and assist in preparation
of reports for use by legislative committees, administrative
agencies, and the public;
(h) to consult with, and assist legislators who are
preparing environmental legislation, to clarify any defi
ciencies or potential conflict with an overall écologie
plan;
(i) to review and evaluate operating programs in the
environmental field in the several agencies to identify
actual or potential conflicts, both among such activities,
and with a general écologie perspective, and to suggest
legislation to remedy such situations;
(j) to transmit to the governor and the legislative
assembly annually, and make available to the general public
annually, beginning July 1, 1972, an environmental quality
report concerning the state of the environment which shall
contain
(1) the status and condition of the major natural,
man-made, or altered environmental classes of the state,
including, but not limited to, the air, the aquatic, including
surface and ground water and the terrestrial environment,
including, but not limited to, the forest, dryland, wetland,
range, urban, suburban, and rural environment;
(2) the adequacy of available natural resources for
fulfilling human and economic requirements of the state in
the light of expected population pressures;
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(3) current and foreseeable trends in the quality,
management and utilization of such environments and the
effects of those trends on the social, economic, and other
requirements of the state in the light of expected popula
tion pressures;
(4) a review of the programs and activities (including
regulatory activities) of the state and local governments,
and nongovernmental entities or individuals, with particular
reference to their effect on the environment and on the
conservation, development and utilization of natural
resources; and,
(5) a program for remedying the deficiencies of
existing programs and activities, together with recommenda
tions for legislation.
69-6515. Examination of records of government agencies.
The environmental quality council shall have the authority
to investigate, examine and inspect all records, books and
files of any department, agency, commission or institution
of the State of Montana.
69-6516.
Hearings by council--enforceraent of subpoenas.
In the discharge of its duties the environmental quality
council shall have authority to hold hearings, administer
oaths, issue subpoenas, compel the attendance of witnesses,
and the production of any papers, books, accounts, documents
and testimony, and to cause deposition of witnesses to be
taken in the manner prescribed by law for taking depositions
in civil actions in the district court.
In case of disobe
dience on the part of any person to comply with any subpoena
issued on behalf of the council, or any committee thereof,
or of the refusal of any witness to testify on any matters
regarding which he may be lawfully interrogated, it shall
be the duty of the district court of any county or the judge
thereof, on application of the environmental quality council
to compel obedience by proceedings for contempt as the case
of disobedience of the requirements of a subpoena issued
from such court on a refusal to testify therein.
69-6517.
Consultation with other groups— utilization
of services.
In exercising its powers, functions, and
duties under this act, the council shall
(a) consult with such representatives of science,
industry, agriculture, labor, conservation organizations,
educational institutions, local governments and other groups
as it deems advisable; and
(b) utilize, to the fullest extent possible, the
service, facilities, and information (including statistical
information) of public and private agencies and organiza
tions, and individuals, in order that duplication of effort
and expense may be avoided, thus assuring that the
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commission's activities will not unnecessarily overlap or
conflict with similar activities authorized by law and per
formed by established agencies.
Effective Date
Section 18 of Ch. 238, Laws 19 71 provided the act should be
in effect from and after its passage and approval. Approved
March 9, 19 71.
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APPENDIX II

REVISED GUIDELINES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
REQUIRED BY THE MONTANA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT OF 19 71
ADOPTED BY ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 14, 19 73
1.

PURPOSE
The purpose of Section 69-6504(b)(3) of the Montana
Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) and of these guidelines
is to incorporate into the agency decision-making pro
cess careful and thorough consideration of the environ
mental effects of proposed actions, and to assist
agencies in implementing MEPA in a uniform, deliberate
and systematic manner.

2.

POLICY
a.

As early as possible and in all cases prior to any
agency decision concerning major action or recom
mendation or a proposal for legislation that signi
ficantly affects the environment, State agencies
shall, in consultation with other appropriate
agencies and individuals, in both the public and
private sectors, assess in detail the potential
environmental impact in order that adverse effects
are avoided and environmental quality is maintained,
enhanced, or restored to the fullest extent practi
cable.
In particular, it is especially important
that alternative actions that will minimize adverse
impacts shall be explored, and both the long and
short range implications upon the human environment
and upon nature shall be evaluated in order to avoid,
to the fullest extent practicable, undesirable con
sequences for the environment as a whole.
The language in Section 69-6504 is intended to
assure that all agencies of the State shall comply
with the directives set out in said Section "to the
fullest extent possible" under their statutory
authorizations and that no agency shall utilize an
excessively narrow construction of its existing
statutory authorizations to avoid compliance.

b.

The term "human environment" shall be broadly con
strued to include not only social, economic,
cultural, and asethetic factors, but also, and
particularly, the biophysical properties of natural
ecosystems, including plants, humans, and other
79
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animals, their relationship to each other, and with
all environmental components of air, water and land.
AGENCY PROCEDURES
A.

Each agency shall establish its own formal proce
dures for :
(1) Identifying those agency actions and decisions
requiring environmental statements, the
appropriate time prior to decision for the
consultation required by Section 69-6504(b)(3)
and the agency review process for which envi
ronmental statements are to be available;
(2)

Obtaining information required in the prepara
tion of environmental statements;

(3)

Designating the officials who are to be respon
sible for the environmental statements;

(4)

Consulting with and taking account of the
comments of appropriate agencies, private
groups, and the public, whether or not an
environmental statement is prepared;

(5)

Preparing draft environmental statements.
(a)

In accordance with the policy of MEPA,
agencies have a responsibility to develop
procedures to provide to the public
timely information and explanation of
plans and programs with environmental
impact in order to obtain the views of any
interested parties.
Initial assessments
of the environmental impacts of proposed
action shall be undertaken concurrently
with initial technical, energy use, and
economic studies, and when required, a
draft environmental impact statement shall
be prepared and circulated for comments in
time to accompany a proposal through the
agency review process.
During the process
agencies shall:
(1)

Make provision for the circulation of
draft statements to other appropriate
agencies, selected private groups and
individuals, and for their availablity to the public.
(Where an agency
has an established practice of
declining to favor an alternative
until public comments on a proposed
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action have been received, the
draft environmental statement may
indicate that two or more alterna
tives are under consideration.);
(2)

Give careful consideration to the
comments elicited from the afore
mentioned sectors; and

(3)

Issue final environmental impact
statements which clearly evidence a
responsiveness to such comments.
The purpose of this assessment and
consultation procedure is to provide
agencies, other decision-makers and
the public with an understanding of
the potential environmental effects
of proposed actions.
Agencies should attempt to balance
the results of their environmental
assessments with their assessments
of net economic, technical, and other
benefits of proposed actions, and
use all practicable means to avoid or
minimize undesirable consequences for
the environment.

(b)

(6)

1

If an agency relies on an applicant for
the submission of initial environmental
information, the agency shall assist the
applicant by outlining the type and
quality of information required.
In all
such cases, the agency must make its own
determinations on the applicant's evalua
tion of the environmental issues and the
agency must assume responsibility for the
scope and content of draft and final
environmental statements.

Meeting the requirements of Section 69-6504(b)
(3) for providing timely public information on
plans and programs with environmental impact,
including procedures responsive to Section 8 of
these guidelines.
These procedures should be
consistent with the guidelines contained herein.
Each agency should file a copy of all such
procedures with the Environmental Quality
Council (EQC) which will provide advice to
agencies in the preparation of their procedures
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and guidelines to the application and interpre
tation of the Council's guidelines.
In addition, it is suggested that each agency prepare a
flow chart outlining its EIS procedure.
The flow chart
should include all points of review and decision-making,
and divisions of individual responsibility.
See sample
attached as Appendix III.
STATE AGENCIES INCLUDED
Section 69-6504 (b) (3) applies to all agencies of the
State government.
Each agency shall comply with the
requirements unless the agency demonstrates that exist
ing law applicable to its operation expressly prohibits
or makes compliance impossible.
ACTIONS INCLUDED
The following criteria shall be employed by agencies in
deciding whether a proposed action requires the prepar
ation of an environmental statement.
a.

Actions include, but are not limited to:
(1)

b.

Recommendations or favorable reports relating
to legislation, including that for appropri
ations.
The requirement for following Section
69-6504(b)(3) procedure as discussed in these
guidelines applies to both:
(a)

agency recommendations on their own pro
posals for legislation; and,

(b)

agency reports on legislation initiated
elsewhere.
(In the latter case only the
agency which has primary responsibility
for the subject matter involved will pre
pare an environmental impact statement.)

(2)

Projects, programs, and continuing activities:
directly undertaken by state agencies; sup
ported in whole or in part through state funds
or involving a state lease, permit, license,
certificate or other entitlement for use;

(3)

Policy, regulations, and procedure making.

The statutory clause "major actions of State govern
ment significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment" shall be construed by agencies
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from the perspective of the overall, cumulative
impact of the action proposed (and of further
actions contemplated). Such actions may be local
ized and seemingly insignificant in their impact,
but if there is a potential that the environment
may be significantly affected, the statement shall
be prepared.
In deciding what constitutes "major action
significantly affecting the environment", agencies
should consider that the effect of many State deci
sions about a project or a complex of projects can
be individually limited but cumulatively consider
able. By way of example, two suitable illustrations
can be drawn:
(1) one or more agencies, over a
period of years, commits minor amounts of resources
at any single instance, but the cumulative effect
of those individually minor commitments amounts to
a major commitment of resources, or (2) several
government agencies individually make decisions
regarding partial aspects of a major action.
The
guiding principle is that the whole can be greater
than the sum of the parts.
The lead agency shall
prepare an environmental impact statement if it is
foreseeable that a cumulatively significant impact
on the environment will arise from State action.
"Lead agency" refers to the State agency which has
primary authority for committing the State govern
ment to a course of action with significant environ
mental impact.
As necessary, the Environmental
Quality Council will assist in resolving questions
of lead agency determination.
Finally, the determination of what constitutes
"major action significantly affecting the human
environment" will unavoidably involve considerable
judgement on the part of the responsible agency.
To
assist in that judgement, the following points
should be general considerations (but not viewed as
final determinants):
(1)

Is the action under consideration the first or
the only governmental decision to be taken on
the proposal?

(2)

Is the action decisive; could it substantially
change the nature of the proposal, stop the
proposal, or allow it to proceed to full imple
mentation?

(3)

Is the action expected to have direct statewide
or regional implications?
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(4)

Is the action fixed for a certain period of
time not to be modified except under new
conditions not previously known, or conditions
of an emergency nature?

(5)

Does the action deal with environmental condi
tions (physical, social, biological) which have
been clearly recognized as being endangered,
fragile, or in severely short supply; or
clearly approaching a precarious level of
quality, hardship, or public safety?

(6)

Is the action intended as environmentally regu
latory or protective?

(7)

Does the action involve considerable expendi
ture?

(8)

Would environmental conditions be substantially
altered in terms of size, quality, well-being,
availability, or type of use?

(9)

Would environmental conditions be affected over
a large geographical area?

(10)

Would environmental effects be beneficial,
adverse or both?

(11)

Would environmental effects be short-term,
long-term, or permanent?

(12)

Would environmental effects be reversible?

(13)

Will the action involve a reasonably important
"segment" of opinion in a controversy?

c.

When an agency responsible for the issuance of a
state lease, permit, license, certificate, or other
entitlement for use, should be able to foresee that
the issuance of a large number of such entitlements,
will, cumulatively, have a significant impact upon
the environment, an environmental impact statement
shall be prepared.
Normal agency procedures, as
delineated in Section 3 above, shall be used in the
preparation of such an impact statement.
Informa
tion supplied by applicants for these entitlements
may be used or considered in the preparation of an
impact statement, but such information may not be
submitted by itself in place of an impact statement.

d.

Section 69-6504 of the MEPA indicates the broad
range of aspects of the environment to be surveyed
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in any assessment of significant effect.
The MEPA
also indicates that adverse significant effects
include those that degrade the quality of the envi
ronment, and curtail the range of beneficial uses of
the environment, and serve short-term, to the dis
advantage of long-term, environmental goals.
Signi
ficant effects can also include actions which may
have both beneficial and detrimental effects, even
if, on balance, the agency believes that the effect
will be beneficial.
Significant adverse effects on
the quality of the human environment include both
those that directly affect human beings and those
that indirectly affect human beings through adverse
effects on the environment.
6.

CONTENTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
a.

The following points are to be covered:
(1)

A description of the proposed action including
information and technical data adequate to
permit a careful assessment of environmental
impact by commenting agencies and the public.
The amount of detail provided in such descrip
tions should be commensurate with the extent
and expected impact of the action, and with the
amount of information required at the particular
level] of decision making (planning, feasibility,
design, etc.).

(2)

The probable impact of the proposed action on
the environment, including impact on ecological
systems.
Both primary and secondary signifi
cant consequences for the environment shall be
included. A primary impact is one which gener
ally results from a project input; a secondary
impact is one which generally results from a
project output.
Primary impacts are usually
more susceptible to measurement and analysis
by an agency proposing an action because the
primary impacts are more immediately related to
an agency's area of responsibility and exper
tise.
Secondary impacts, on the other hand,
usually require analyses by a number of
agencies because they are not within any single
agency's area of responsibility or expertise.

(3)

Any probable adverse environmental effects
which cannot be avoided, should the proposal be
implemented.
If there are adverse environ
mental effects which are unavoidable, mitigative
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measures shall be proposed to minimize such
adverse environmental impact.
(4)

Alternatives to the proposed action;
Section 69-6504 (b) (4) requires the responsible
agency to "study, develop, and describe
appropriate alternatives to recommend courses
of action in any proposal which involves
unresolved conflicts concerning alternative
uses of available resources." A rigorous
exploration and objective evaluation of alter
native action (including no action at all)
that might avoid some or all of the adverse
environmental effects is essential.
In addi
tion, there should be an equally rigorous con
sideration of alternatives open to other
authorities.
Sufficient analysis of such
alternatives and their costs and impact on the
environment should accompany the proposed
action through the agency review process in
order not to foreclose prematurely options which
might have less detrimental effects.

(5)

The relationship between local short-term uses
of man's environment and the maintenance and
enhancement of long-term effects from the per
spective that each generation is trustee of the
environment for succeeding generations.

(6)

Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments
of natural and economic resources (including
energy resources) which would be involved
in the proposed action should be implemented.
This requires the agency to identify the extent
to which the action curtails the range of
alternative and beneficial uses of the environ
ment.

(7)

A discussion of problems and objections raised
by other agencies and by private organizations
and individuals in the review process where
appropriate and the disposition of the issues
involved.

(8)

Insofar as it is practicable, a balancing of
the economic benefits to be derived from a
proposal with economic costs and environmental
costs.

(9)

Discussion of potential growth-inducing aspects
of the proposed action.
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(10) A listing of all agency personnel having chief
responsibility for the preparation of the
statement; a brief account of the formal educa
tion, training, and professional experience of
such personnel, and description of the sources
of data, research or field investigation on
which the statement and its conclusions are
based.

7.

b.

Each environmental statement shall be prepared in
accordance with the precept in Section 69-6504(b)(1)
that all agencies "utilize a systematic, inter-diciplinary approach which will insure the integrated
use of the natural and social sciences and the envi
ronmental design arts in planning and decision mak
ing which may have an impact on man's environment."

c.

Agencies which are required to submit statements
under Section 102(2)(c) of the National Environmen
tal Policy Act may, with the EQC approval, substi
tute copies of that statement in lieu of the Section
69-6504 (b) (3) requirement of the MEPA.

d.

Appendix I prescribes the form of the draft environ
mental statement.

e.

Appendix II suggests environmental values to be
considered in connection with the preparation of
impact statements.

STATE AGENCIES TO BE CONSULTED IN CONNECTION WITH PRE
PARATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
A state agency considering an action requiring an
environmental statement for which it takes primary
responsibility shall consult with and obtain the comment
on the environmental impact of the action of state
agencies or institutions with jurisdiction by law or
special expertise with respect to any environmental
impact involved.
In addition, any state agency responsible for a
draft environmental statement may seek comment from
appropriate federal and local agencies, from private
individuals, organizations and institutions, and in
particular from private parties whose interests are
likely to be significantly affected by the proposed
action.
Agencies seeking comment shall determine which one
or more of the agencies or institutions are appropriate
to consult on the basis of the areas of expertise.
It
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is recommended that these agencies and institutions
establish contact points for providing comments on the
environmental statements and that departments from which
comment is solicited coordinate and consolidate the
comments of their component entities.
It is further
recommended that each agency establish a "fund file" of
expertise available from the public and private sectors.
The requirement in Section 69-6504(b)(3) to obtain
comment from state agencies having jurisdiction or
special expertise in addition to any specific statutory
obligation of any state agency to coordinate or consult
with any other agency. Agencies seeking comment shall
establish time limits of not less than thirty (30) days
for reply, after which it may be presumed, unless the
agency consulted requires a specified extension of time,
that the agency consulted has no comment to make.
Agencies seeking comment should endeavor to comply with
requests for extensions of time up to fifteen (15) days.
Failure of EQC to publicly comment on any agency's
environmental statement does not imply tacit approval of
that agency action.
8.

USE OF STATEMENTS IN AGENCY REVIEW PROCESSES: DISTRIBUTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COUNCIL; AVAILABILITY TO
PUBLIC
a.

Agencies will need to identify at what state or
stages of a series of actions relating to a particu
lar matter the environmental statement procedures of
these guidelines will be applied.
It will often be
necessary to use the procedures both in the develop
ment of a state program and in the review of pro
posed projects within the program.
The principle to
be applied is to obtain views of other agencies and
the public at the earliest feasible time in the dis
cussion and development of program and project pro
posals.
Care should be taken to avoid duplication
but when action is considered which differs signi
ficantly from other actions already reviewed pursu
ant to Section 69-6504 (b) (3) of the MEPA, an envi
ronmental statement shall be provided.

b.

Two (2) copies of draft environmental statements,
and two (2) copies of the final text of environ
mental statements (if prepared) together with all
comments received thereon by the responsible agency,
from all other agencies and from private organiza
tions and individuals, shall be supplied to the
office of the Executive Director of the Environmental
Quality Council.
It is important that draft environ
mental statements be prepared and circulated for
comment and furnished to the Environmental Quality
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Council, the Governor, and the public at the
earliest possible point in the agency review process
in order to permit meaningful consideration of the
environmental issues before an action is taken. It
is not the intent of the MEPA that the environmental
statement be written to justify decisions already
made. No administrative action subject to Section
69-6504(b)(3) shall be taken sooner than sixty (60)
days after a draft environmental statement has been
circulated for comment, furnished to the Council and
except where advance public disclosure will result
in significantly increased costs of procurement to
the government, made available to the public pur
suant to these guidelines.
If the originating
agency has a full and good faith consideration of
the environment in its plans, and if this is reflec
ted in favorable comments from review agencies and
the public, the draft statement may be considered as
satisfying the requirement of MEPA for a detailed
statement. Agencies satisfying the requirement of
MEPA with the draft statement must submit two (2)
copies of all comments received thereon together
with formal notification of the final decision on
the proposed action.
Agencies must furnish the
same information (final decision and all comments on
draft) to all commenting entities, whether public
or private, as a logical termination to the process.
In cases where the final environmental statement is
required administrative action shall not be taken
sooner than thirty (30) days after the final text
has been made available to the Council and the
public.
If the final text of an environmental
statement is filed within sixty (60) days after a
draft statement has been circulated for comment,
furnished to the Council and made public pursuant to
this section of these guidelines, the thirty (30)
day period and sixty (60) day period may run concur
rently to the extent that they overlap.
In those instances where an agency has, after
careful consideration, concluded that a proposed
action or project does not require the preparation
of a final environmental impact statement, the EQC,
through the office of the Executive Director, may,
upon request from the agency, remove any further
time restrictions for the implementation of such
agency actions or projects.
c.

With respect to recommendations or reports on pro
posals for legislation to which Section 69-6504(b)
(3) applies, a draft environmental statement may be
furnished to the appropriate legislative committee
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and made available to the public pending transmittal
of the comments as received and the final text, if
required.
d.

All agencies shall make available to the public all
the reports, studies, and other documents that may
and should underlie the draft and final impact
statements and comments.

e.

Where emergency circumstances make it necessary to
take action with significant environmental impact
without observing the provisions of these guide
lines concerning minimum periods for agency review
and advance availability of environmental statements
the agency proposing to take the action shall con
sult with the EQC about alternative arrangements.
It is important that the agency provide the EQC with
a precise, factual statement detailing the nature of
the emergency, the reasons the agency feels it must
depart from normal procedural requirements.
Simi
larly, where there are over-riding considerations of
expense to the state or impaired program effective
ness, the responsible agency shall consult with the
EQC concerning appropriate modifications of the
minimum period.

f.

In accord with the MEPA, agencies have an affirma
tive responsibility to develop procedures to insure
the fullest practicable provision of timely public
information and understanding of agency plans and
programs with environmental impact in order to
obtain the view of interested and significantly
affected parties.
These procedures shall include, whenever
/appropriate, provision for public hearings, and
shall provide the public with relevant information
including information on alternative courses of
action.
In deciding whether a public hearing is
appropriate, an agency should consider;
(i) the
magnitude of the proposal in terms of economic
costs, the geographic area involved, the uniqueness
or size of commitment of resources involved, and the
amount and types of energy required;
(ii) the
degree of interest in the proposal, as evidenced by
requests from public and from State and local
authorities that a hearing be held;
(iii) the
complexity of the issue and the likelihood that
information will be presented at the hearing which
will be of assistance to the agency in fulfilling
its responsibilities under the Act; and (iv) the
extent to which public involvement already has been
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achieved through other means, such as earlier pub
lic hearings, meetings with citizen representatives,
and/or written comments on the proposed action.
Agencies which hold hearings on proposed administra
tive actions or legislation shall make the environ
mental statement available to the public at least
thirty (30) days prior to the time of the relevant
hearings.
Hearings shall be preceded by adequate
public notice and information to identify the issues
and to obtain the comments provided for in the
guidelines and should in all ways conform to those
procedures outlined in the Montana Administrative
Procedure Act, where applicable, R.C.M. 1947, 824201, et. seq.

9.

g.

The agency which prepared the environmental state
ment is responsible for making the statement and the
comments received available to the public, including
inter-agency memoranda when such memoranda transmit
comments of agencies upon the environmental impact
of proposed actions subject to Section 69-6504(b)(3).

h.

Agency procedures prepared pursuant to Section 3 of
these guidelines shall implement these public infor
mation requirements and shall include arrangements
for availability of environmental statements and
comments at the head and other appropriate offices
of the responsible agency.

APPLICATION OF SECTIONS 69-6504 (b) (3) PROCEDURE TO
EXISTING PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS
The Section 69-6504 (b) (3) procedure shall be applied to
major state actions having a significant effect on the
environment even though they arise from projects or
programs initiated prior to enactment of the MEPA on
March 9, 1971. Where an agency demonstrates that it is
not practicable to reassess the basic course of action,
it is still important that further incremental major
actions be shaped so as to minimize adverse environmen
tal consequences.
It is also important in further
action that account be taken of environmental conse
quences not fully evaluated at the outset of the project
or program.

10. SUPPLEMENTARY GUIDELINES, EVALUATION OF PROCEDURES
These revised guidelines reflect the experience of
pertinent state agencies and the EQC subsequent to the
time interim guidelines were issued.
It is believed
that this experience has made the guidelines more help
ful and comprehensive. As more experience is gained
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and as more comments are received, these guidelines
will, from time to time, be further revised.
Agencies are encouraged to conduct an ongoing
assessment of their experience in the implementation of
the Section 69-6504 (b) (3) provisions of the MEPA and in
conforming to these guidelines.
The EQC will welcome
comments on these areas at any time, but it would espe
cially like to have such comments by December 31, 1973.
Such comments should include an identification of the
problem areas and suggestions for revision or clarifi
cation of these guidelines to achieve effective coordin
ation of views on the environmental factors and alter
natives, wherever appropriate) of proposed actions
without imposing unproductive administrative procedures.
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A P P E N D IX

I

The environment statement submitted to the Environmental
Quality Council should cover the following items:
(Check one)

( ) Draft

( ) Final Environmental State
ment

Name of responsible state agency (with name of operating
division where appropriate).
Name of action (Check one)

( )
( )

Administrative Action
Legislative Action

1.

Description of action indicating what geographic
area or political subdivision is particularly
affected.

2.

Environmental impact.

3.

Adverse environmental effects.

4.

List alternatives considered.

5.

The relationship between local short-term uses of
man's environment and the maintenance and enhance
ment of long-term productivity.

6.

Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources.

7.

(a)

(b)

(For draft statements)

List all agencies from
which comments have
been requested.

(For final statements)

List all agencies and
sources from which
written comments have
been received. Discus
sion of comments and
disposition of issues
involved.

8.

Balance of economic benefits with economic costs
and environmental costs.

9.

Potential growth-inducing effects.

10.

List all agency personnel having chief responsibi
lity for the preparation of the statement; a brief
account of the formal education, training, and
93
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professional experience of such personnel; and a
description of the sources of data, research or
field investigation on which the statement and its
conclusions are based.
11.

Date draft statement and final statement was
available to the Governor, the Environmental
Quality Council, and public.

Draft environmental statements should be concise, but in
sufficient detail to allow a reviewer with appropriate
expertise to grasp the essence of the action and comment
intelligently.
In cases where final environmental statements are prepared,
this format should be followed considering in detail the
points covered in Section 6 of these guidelines.
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APPENDIX III
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969*
An act to establish a national policy for the environ
ment, to provide for the establishment of a Council on
Environmental Quality, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa
tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
that this Act may be cited as the "National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969."
PURPOSE
Sec. 2. The purposes of this Act are: to declare a
national policy which will encourage productive and enjoy
able harmony between man and his environment; to promote
efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the envi
ronment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare
of man; to enrich the understanding of the ecological
systems and natural resources important to the Nation; and,
to establish a Council on Environmental Quality.
TITLE I
Declaration of National Environmental Policy
Sec. 101.
(a) The Congress, recognizing the profound
impact of man's activity on the interrelations of all com
ponents of the natural environment, particularly the pro
found influences of population growth, high-density urbani
zation, industrial expansion, resource exploitation, and new
and expanding technological advances and recognizing further
the critical importance of restoring and maintaining envi
ronmental quality to the overall welfare and development of
man, declares that it is the continuing policy of the
Federal Government, in cooperation with State and local gov
ernments, and other concerned public and private organiza
tions, to use all practicable means and measures, including
financial and technical assistance, in a manner calculated
to foster and promote the general welfare, to create and
maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in
productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and
other requirements of present and future generations of
Americans.
(b)
In order to carry out the policy set forth in this
Act, it is the continuing responsibility of the Federal
Government to use all practicable means, consistent with
95
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other essential considerations of national policy, to
improve and coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs,
and resources to the end that the Nation may—
(1) Fulfill the responsibilities of each genera
tion as trustee for the environment for succeeding
generations;
(2) Assure for all Americans safe, healthful,
productive, and esthetically and culturally pleasing
surroundings;
(3) Attain the widest range of beneficial uses of
the environment without degradation, risk to health or
safety, or other undesirable and unintended conse
quences;
(4) Preserve important historic, cultural, and
natural aspects of our national heritage, and maintain,
wherever possible, an environment which supports
diversity, and variety of individual choice;
(5) Achieve a balance between population and
resource use which will permit high standards of
living and a wide sharing of life's amenities; and
(6) Enhance the quality of renewable resources
and approach the maximum attainable recycling of
depletable resources.
(c)
The Congress recognizes that each person should
enjoy a healthful environment and that each person has a
responsibility to contribute to the preservation and
enhancement of the environment.
1

Sec. 102.
The Congress authorizes and directs that, to
the fullest extent possible:
(1) the policies, regulations,
and public laws of the United States shall be interpreted
and administered in accordance with the policies set forth
in this Act, and (2) all agencies of the Federal Government
shall—
(A) Utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary
approach which will insure the integrated use of the
natural and social sciences and the environmental
design arts in planning and in decisionmaking which
may have an impact on man's environment;
(B)
Identify and develop methods and procedures,
in consultation with the Council on Environmental
Quality established by Title II of this Act, which
will insure that presently unquantified environmental
amenities and values may be given appropriate consider
ation in decisionmaking along with economic and
technical considerations;
(C) Include in every recommendation or report on
proposals for legislation and other major Federal
actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment, a detailed statement by the respon
sible official on—
(i)
The environmental impact of the proposed
action,
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(il)
Any adverse environmental effects which can
not be avoided should the proposal be implemented,
(iii) Alternatives to the proposed action,
(iv)
The relationship between local short-term
uses of man's environment and the maintenance and
enhancement of long-term productivity, and
(v) Any irreversible and irretrievable commitment
of resources which would be involved in the proposed
action should it be implemented.
Prior to making any detailed statement, the responsible
Federal official shall consult with and obtain the
comments of any Federal agency which has jurisdiction
by law or special expertise with respect to any envi
ronmental impact involved.
Copies of such statement
and the comments and views of the appropriate Federal,
State, and local agencies, which are authorized to
develop and enforce environmental standards, shall be
made available to the President, the Council on
Environmental Quality and to the public as provided by
Section 552 of Title 5, United States Code, and shall
accompany the proposal through the existing agency
review processes;
(D) Study, develop, and describe appropriate alter
natives to recommended courses of action in any
proposal which involves unresolved conflicts concerning
alternative uses of available resources;
(E) Recognize the worldwide and long-range char
acter of environmental problems and, where consistent
with the, foreign policy of the United States, lend
appropriate support to initiatives, resolutions, and
programs designed to maximize international cooperation
in anticipating and preventing a decline in the quality
of mankind's world environment.
(F) Make available to States, counties, municipal
ities, institutions, and individuals, advice and infor
mation useful in restoring, maintaining, and enhancing
the quality of the environment.
(G) Initiate and utilize ecological information in
the planning and development of resource-oriented
projects; and
(H) Assist the Council on Environmental Quality
established by Title II of this Act.
Sec. 10 3. All agencies of the Federal Government shall
review their present statutory authority, administrative
regulations, and current policies and procedures for the
purpose of determining whether there are any deficiencies or
inconsistencies therein which prohibit full compliance with
the purposes and provisions of this Act and shall propose to
the President not later than July 1, 19 71, such measures as
may be necessary to bring their authority and policies into
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conformity with the intent, purposes, and procedures set
forth in this Act.
Sec. 104. Nothing in Section 102 or 103 shall in any
way affect the specific statutory obligations of any Federal
agency (1) to comply with criteria or standards of environ
mental quality, (2) to coordinate or consult with any other
Federal or State agency, or (3) to act, or refrain from
acting contingent upon the recommendations or certification
of any other Federal or State agency.
Sec. 105. The policies and goals set forth in this Act
are supplementary to those set forth in existing authoriza
tions of Federal agencies.
TITLE II
Council on Environmental Quality
Sec. 201.
The President shall transmit to the Congress
annually beginning July 1, 1970, the Environmental Quality
Report (hereinafter referred to as the "report") which shall
set forth (1) the status and condition of the major natural,
manmade, or altered environmental classes of the Nation,
including, but not limited to, the air, the aquatic, in
cluding marine, estuarine, and fresh water, and the terres
trial environment, including, but not limited to, the forest,
dryland, wetland, range, urban, suburban and rufal environ
ment; (2) current and forseeable trends in the quality,
management and utilization of such environments and the
effects of those trends on the social, economic, and other
requirements of the Nation; (3) the adequacy of available
natural resources for fulfilling human and economic require
ments of the Nation in the light of expected population
pressures; (4) a review of the programs and activities (in
cluding regulatory activities) of the Federal Government,
the State and local governments, and nongovernmental
entities or individuals with particular reference to their
effect on the environment and on the conservation, develop
ment and utilization of natural resources; and (5) a program
for remedying the deficiencies of existing programs and
activities, together with recommendations for legislation.
Sec. 202.
There is created in the Executive Office of
the President a Council on Environmental Quality (herein
after referred to as the "Council").
The Council shall be
composed of three members who shall be appointed by the
President to serve at his pleasure, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate.
The President shall designate
one of the members of the Council to serve as Chairman.
Each member shall be a person, who, as a result of his
training, experience, and attainments, is exceptionally well
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qualified to analyze and interpret environmental trends and
information of all kinds; to appraise programs and activi
ties of the Federal Government in the light of the policy
set forth in Title I of this Act; to be conscious of and
responsive to the scientific, economic, social, esthetic,
and cultural needs and interests of the Nation; and to form
ulate and recommend national policies to promote the improve
ment of the quality of the environment.
Sec. 203.
The Council may employ such officers and
employees as may be necessary to carry out its functions
under this Act.
In addition, the Council may employ and fix
the compensation of such experts and consultants as may be
necessary for the carrying out of its functions under this
Act, in accordance with Section 3109 of Title 5, United
States Code (but without regard to the last sentence there
of) .
Sec, 204.
It shall be the duty and function of the
Council—
(1) To assist and advise the President in the
preparation of the Environmental Quality Report required
by Section 201;
(2) To gather timely and authoritative information
concerning the conditions and trends in the quality of
the environment both current and prospective, to
analyze and interpret such information for the purpose
of determining whether such conditions and trends are
interfering, or are likely to interfere, with the
achievement of the policy set forth in Title I of this
Act, and to compile and submit to the President studies
relating to such conditions and trends;
(3) To review and appraise the various programs
and activities of the Federal Government in the light
of the policy set forth in Title I of this Act for the
purpose of determining the extent to which such pro
grams and activities are contributing to the achieve
ment of such policy, and to make recommendations to
the President with respect thereto;
(4) To develop and recommend to the President
national policies to foster and promote the improvement
of environmental quality to meet the conservation,
social, economic, health, and other requirements and
goals of the Nation;
(5) To conduct investigations, studies, surveys,
research, and analyses relating to ecological systems
and environmental quality;
(6) To document and define changes in the natural
environment, including the plant and animal systems,
and to accumulate necessary data and other information
for a continuing analysis of these changes or trends
and an interpretation of their underlying causes;
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(7) To report at least once each year to the
President on the state and condition of the environ
ment; and
(8) To make and furnish such studies, reports
thereon, and recommendations with respect to matters of
policy and legislation as the President may request.
Sec. 205.
In exercising its powers, functions, and
duties under this Act, the Council shall—
(1) Consult with the Citizen's Advisory Committee
on Environmental Quality established by Executive Order
No. 11472, dated May 29, 1969, and with such represen
tatives of science, industry, agriculture, labor,
conservation organizations. State and local governments
and other groups, as it deems advisable; and
(2) Utilize, to the fullest extent possible, the
services, facilities and information (including sta
tistical information) of public and private agencies
and organizations, and individuals, in order that
duplication of effort and expense may be avoided, thus
assuring that the Council's activities will not unnec
essarily overlap or conflict with similar activities
authorized by law and performed by established agencies,
Sec. 206. Members of the Council shall serve full time
and the Chairman of the Council shall be compensated at the
rate provided for Level II of the Executive Schedule Pay
Rates (5 U.S.C. 5313).
The other members of the Council
shall be compensated at the rate provided for Level IV of
the Executive Schedule Pay Rate (5 U.S.C. 5315).
Sec. 207. There are authorized to be appropriated to
carry out the provisions of this Act not to exceed $300,000
for fiscal year 1970, $70,000 for fiscal year 1971, and
$1 million for each fiscal year thereafter.
Approved January 1, 19 70

U.S.C. S S 4 3 2 1 et. seq., 83 Stat. 852, Pub. L. 91The United States Code sections correspond to the
section numbers of the Public Law in the following manner:
*42

190.

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

2 is; 42 U
101 is 42
102 is 42
103 is 42
104 is 42
105 is 42
20 1 is 42

ss 4 3 2 1
.S.C.
ss4331
U.S.C.
SS4332
U.S.C.
ss4333
U.S.C.
ss4334
U.S.C.
ss4335
U.S.C.
ss4341
U.S.C.
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Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

202
203
204
205
206
207

is 42
is 42
is 42
is 42
is 42
is 42

U.S.C.
U.S.C.
U.S.C.
U.S.C.
U.S.C.
U.S.C.

ss4342
ss4343
ss4344
ss4345
ss4346
ss4347
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Alphabetical and numerical subsections are the same in the
Public Law and the United States Code. Only Public Law
citations are given in the text.
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